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Reid Announces Administrative Restructuring
by Anthony R. O'Donnell
MSI! President Irvin D. Reid an
nounced, via memorandum on June 8, a
radical restructuring of the Division of
Administration and Finance which greatly
reduces the scope of the division’s re
sponsibility.
1'he changes, which leave only two of
the five departments of the former Ad
ministration and Finance under the su
pervision of Division Nice President Tom
Audi, were related to the food service
shake-up of last semester.
The administrative functions which

remain under A ud i’s supervision corre
spond to the former departments of Fa
cilities Maintenance, Facilities Planning
and the Budget Office. Under the new
organizational plan these fall under the
title of Budgeting, Facility Planning and
Campus Maintenance.
l'lie remaining parts of the former Divi
sion of Administration and Finance will Ireorganized into units reporting directly to
President Reid, w ith the exception of Po
lice and Security, which will he transferred
to the Division of Student Development
and Campus 1,ife and which will report to

agement, led by Rick Davis: and Con
Division Vice President Fee W ilcox.
hi a recent interview Reid said that tracted Services, a new department w hich
with the exception of the transfer of Po will “perform...all functions related to the
lice and Security, the changes are part of increasing mull her of contracted services
a temporary “transitional organization.” on the campus.”’l'lie latter will he headed
lie characterized the new structure as by Nancy Clarvcr.
Reid cited last semester's problems
“four parts, but really two major units:
those which report to me and those which with food services as a contributing factor
don’t,” the latter referring to those left to the restructuring. Me said that the
initiative was intended to “focus on match
under A u d i’s supervision.
I'he units which w ill report directly to ing up skills to tasks,” but added that the
Reid include Financial Administration, changes were “not a reflection on the
analysisatidC ost( Control. headed fix Rave people who were |managingeertain tasks)
Jean Mastrangelo; I Inman Resource Man before.”

SGA’s over-appropriations
Sorority
lead to budget haggling
mourns
death of
cherished
member
-Laura Turner, 19, dies in autom obile accident
by G trg,M/tcSmettey
Freshman Laura Turner, a recently
inducted memberofSigma Sigma Sigma
Sorority, died on July 1 in an automobile
accident on the Garden State Parkway.
T u rn er, 19, was a resident of
Bridgeton, N.J.
Turner was last spring’s Honor Ini
tiate for Tri Sigma, an award given to the
most outstanding new member of the
organization.
A Chemistry major, Turner lived in
Bohn I lall last year and w'as described as
“extremely smart” by fellow sisters.
Turner was living at home with her
parents Nancyand Michael Marsh at the
time of the accident.
Turner is also survived by a younger
brother and sister.
Tri-Sigma will he holding a memorial
ceremony for Turner on Sept. 17 in Stu-

dent Center Ballroom A at 4:30 p.m. All
students arc invited to attend.
Rev. Arthur F. Humphrey of the
Catholic Campus Ministry said that, as
a part of the Tri-Sigma ritual, Turner
will be inducted into the Omega Chap
ter, The Chapter of Eternal Light.
This year, Turner planned to be phi
lanthropy chair ofTri-Sigma. Tri-Sigma
plans to plant a tree between the library
and College Hall in her memory. Flic
university is currently planning to build
an Alumni Garden at the site.
Tri-Sigma sister Sandra Venturi de
scribed Laura as “an awesome p led ge..
. funny and very outgoing and made
friends with everyone right away.”
In a letter to all (¡¡reek Organizations,
Tri-Sigmathankedalloftheirfellow'Greeks
fortheirsupportand inv ited them toattend
the memorial ceremony on Sept. 17.

by Kristina Mathhon
The Student Government Association
executive board held a meeting with Class
1 organization leaders on Wed. Aug. 2 to
contemplate ideas on how to remedy the
approximate $50,OOOdebit in Class 1 bud
gets.
SGA President Francois Dander an
nounced that last year’s legislature appro
priated $570,000 toClass Fs budgets, hut
only had $512,000 to disburse.
Representativ es of Class 1 organizationsquestioned why the money couldn’t
be taken out of l nappropriated Surplus,
ail investment fund set up by the SGA to
hold revenues and monies that weren’t
used the previous year, or from the re
cently set up SGA Scholarship Fund.
SGA Secretary Lauren Pvtlcski said
that money from l 'nappropriated Sur
plus is used for lawsuits that are not cov 
ered by MSI ’s insurance policy .
Pvtlcski also said that the scholarship
fund is made up of interest earned on a
similar investment and since it is an annu
ity, the principle amount cannot be with
drawn without a monetary penalty.
Organization members agreed to try to
offer as much of their budgets as they
could to address the problem.
“1 expected them to come up with

their own solutions. I was more than
willing to listen,” Dander said.
Fxtendinga “good w ill” offer, Dander
offered to cut $10,000 from the SGA bud
get, consequently elim inating the SGA’s
free legal service to the student body. 1Ic
also agreed to cut another $4,000 from
their budget’s payroll, as Bookkeeper
Kathy Rodriguez, is on leave and the posi
tion will be filled part-time.
Reciprocating Dander’s “good will”
offer to act, five of the seven other orga
nizations also offered similar cutbacks in
their budgets.
Former President of Class 1 Concerts,
Brian Cosgrove, objected to hav ing his
organization budget reduced again after a
$8,000 cutback during budget negotia
tions last semester.
Cosgrove had proposed earlier that or
ganizations that took an increase in their
budgets last semester should return to
their94-95budgets. Although itwascited
by many as a good idea, it was turned
dow n in favor of the “good will” offer.
l'lie SGA also proposed an across the
hoard cut by 7 percent, meaning that each
organization would have to cut 7 percent
of their budget.
continued on p. 2
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their concern for MSI "s yearbook, l.a
C ampana.
P vtlcski said that it would actually
Due to administrative and produc
take 9 percent of each organization's tion complications last semester, the
budget to make up the deficit, but since 1994 issue had not been published and
it was agreed that a cut of that size would the project was consequently absorbed
h unreasonable, the SGA agreed on 7 by the SGA.
percent.
“ That means,” said Pvtlcski, “that
After four hours of intense delibera the cost of the 1994 and 1995 yearbooks
tion and argument, the group did agree w ill have to come out of thisvear’sSGA
to incorporate the “good w ill” offer as budget.”
well as an across the board cut. Most of
Concerns such as this were acknowl
the organizations took the 17c cut while edged by the m eeting’s members, cit
Class 1 Concerts and C L U B gave what ing that if the debit were not resolved
they felt they could aford to give.
by the fall, money would be taken out
“T h e SGA took into consideration of Unappropriated Surplus, runningthe
the C lass IV ideas before telling us risk of depleting the account, desig
theirs . . . that was important in estab nated for Class 1 emergencies and
lishing a bond with Class 1 organiza Class 2’s and 3’s, before the year's end.
tions,” Cosgrove said.
ThcSG A cxecutive board was happy
Kditor-in-chicf of the M ontdarioti, w ith the results of the meeting.
Anthony O'Donnell said, “While this
“I was more than happy. 1 under
was a very amicable m eeting I'm disap stand their predicament,” said Dander.
pointed with the ‘easy-wav-out’ solu “I was pleased with the cooperation
tion that was adopted. Mach Class 1 and understanding of a sensitive situa
budget should be scrutinized separately tion.”
and cuts should be made based upon
However, O’Donnell said, “1 was
criteria of usefulness, efficiency and sorry to see underfunded organizations
appropriateness.”
such as Players forced to take cuts while
W ith the budget cuts and the ex others just had to cut a little fat from
pected revenue intake, Pvtlcski said their budgets. A tug of war is no way to
that the SGA will “just about break decide how to disburse more than halfeven.”
a-m illio n dollars of the stu d e n ts’
Pvtlcski and Dander both expressed m oney.”

con't from p. 1________

Yearbook is Years
Behind

by JoAtiti Wctsnesky
The 1994 graduates have not vet
received their copies of the ‘94 volume
of Let Campana. Every year the SGA
sponsors the publication of M S lJ’syearbook, Let Cam p a net. T he yearbook is
normally completed and distributed to
the graduating class during the fall se
mester following graduation.
To date there has been a delay of
one year in the publishing of this vol
ume. Apparently the delay has been
caused by an irresponsible representa
tive from the publishing company,
Herff Jones, used by MSU.
T h e re p re s e n ta tiv e , Gordon
Lawsche, failed to turn over to the
publisher all of the material he received
from the yearbook staff. Lawsche
stalled by making excuses for why the
book was not published and continu
ously promised numerous delivery
dates.
When the 1994 yearbook still was
not in print by June l, 1995, the prob
lem began to receive serious attention.
Francois Dander, recently elected as
president of the SGA, was upset when
he found out about the yearbook situ
ation and began to try to rectify the
problem immediately, lie spoke to
Lawsche, who promised delivery by

the end of the month.
Since Dander did not receive the
yearbook by July, he arranged to meet
with Law sche’s superior. As a result of
this meeting, Dander learned that there
was such a significant delay in the pub
lishing of La C am pana because the
publisher was missing 105 pages.
Dander said there was no acceptable
reason for this to have occurred since
Lawsche was given the com plete num
ber of pages months before.
Lawscb’ssuperiorobtained the miss
ing pages from Lawsche and began the
publishing process.
The completed yearbook should be
distributed by mail to the 1994 gradu
ates by October 1995.
The SGA and the yearbook staff also
had to get the 1995 volum e of La
Campana published, under con tract with
the lle rff Jones publishing company.
I lowever, Gordon Lawsche is no longer
the representative for MSU.
There has not been any significant
delay in he publishing of the 1995 year
book and it should be distributed within
the fall semester.
As a result of a new bidding process
over the summer, it was decided that
Dclmar Publishing will be used to pub
lish the 1996 volume of La Campana.

Introducing . • •
Dickson Hall

New' sign in front o f Dickson H ull

LSAT * GMAT • GRE * MCAT

Small Classes. Big Stores.
Guaranteed,
THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we sco re more

Call today for info
about local c la s s e s :

800 /876-3107

The Princeton Review
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by Kristina M atbison
Flic new Academic Building, also
know as the “B” building, was given a
new name over the sum m er break.
Dickson I kill is named after Montclair
State’s fifth president, Dr. David W.D.
Dickson, who served from 1973 to 1984.
Dickson remained on campus as a dis
tinguished professor for the following
four years.
Ihc Board of Trustees approved the
resolution saying, “1lc gave generously
of his time and talents as president and
as a facu lty member, representing
Montclair on state and national commis
sions, serving on crucial and complex
committees and always seeking to build
consensus.”

Dickson, who had the honor of bccomingthe first African-American presi
dent of a four-year college in New Jer
sey 22 years ago, is cred ited with
strengthening Montclair S tate’s under
graduate offerings, with particular em 
phasis on interdisciplinary studies and
making significant changes in general
education requirements.
During Dickson’s presidency, the
campus took on a new look with the
addition of new sports fields as well as
Richardson Hall, Blanton Hall and the
Student C enter Annex.
A ceremony date to celebrate the
naming of the new building will be an
nounced at a later time.
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Goodbye Gourmet, Hello Gardner M erchant
N e w Food Service w elcom es students w ith n e w food a n d a new lo o k
by N ancy Thompson
Gardner Merchant Food Services,
Ine. has replaced Gourmet Catering
Services and is w aiting to welcome stu 
dents back with new and expanded
selections.
Gardner M erchant’s General M an
ager is Paul Krousc, a twenty year vet
eran of contract food management.
“It’s been entirely revamped,” he
said “|with| new carpeting, new tables,
new chairs, right down to new silver
w are.”

7 he

F ood Court
...
w ill have “
a ll new
,”
said
Kr
It’s not just the furnishings, the food
is new too. In the Student ( ’enter Food
C ourt, “S p itfires” offers rotisseric
chicken with homemade side dishes.
“ F.xprcss Yourself” consists of a variety
of stir fry dishes. Burgers are available
at the “American G rill” and “Taco Bell
F.xprcss” is a sm aller version of the
“Taco Bell” restaurant menu.
“Our people even went to ‘Taco
B ell' school,” Krouse said.
In addition to these, there will be an
expanded salad bar, a carvcry, a soup
station and the full-service “Signature
D eli.”
I'he Student C enter Food Court
will also include a mini “C ” store fea
turing “grab and go” items. Coke and
Pepsi will both be available as w ell as
gourmet coffees.
Although the Food Court offerings
will occupy as much space as they did
last year they w ill have an “all new
look,” said Krouse.
“New uniforms and 60 to 65% new
faces,” he said. “Custom erscrvicc will
be emphasized. W e’ve had ongoing
training all summer on service stan
dards.”
Having had all current em ployees

participate in at least three hours of
customerservice orientation, all future
employees will he going through at
least 8 hours of service training.
Here’s the good news...Snapple is
back! I'he much missed iced tea soft
drink will be available in cam pus soft
drink m achines and at the “C ” store.
I'he cafe w ill also have expanded
hours: Mond ay through ’Thursday
7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. and Friday 7:30
a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
It will feature a full-service deli with
upscale sandwiches, daily specials and
gourmet coffees. 'There will also he a
“grab and go” section with pre-madc
salads and sandwiches.
“The cafe has a new look, and it’s
more customer friendly,” Krouse said.
“As we add more, we’re developing it
to be even more customer friendly.”
The Rathskellcrw illm ove toamore
specialized Italian menu and will fea
ture Pizza Gusto, a fresh dough pizza.
“It will be more like a self-serve sub
shop,” Krouse said. “'I’he coffee bar
will remain the same. F ortunes will be
back again.”
Gardner Merchant is also respon
sible for the food served in Blanton
and Freeman I falls as well as the “G”
store.
“We have two executive chefs on
campus; one at Blanton and one at the
Student C en ter,” Krouse said. “ There
are eleven people on the management
staff, all food professionals.”
Krouse has received feedback thus
far that has been extremely positive.
“We’re excited about it too,” he said.
“ There w ill be no price increases this
year. We have not changed prices at
all. If you paid seventy cents for a cup
of coffee last year, it will cost seventy
cents again this year.”
Delays appeared to threaten the
timely completion of the food service
transition, but Krouse said “W e w ill be
open on tim e. We have to be ready for
the open house on Friday (Spetcm ber
1). Next Tuesday the students will
walk into a new facility.”

Join the
M ontclarion. Call
x 5 1 6 9 or drop by
rm 1 1 3 Student
Center Annex

Photographer: liridgette Weigel

Gardner Merchant Genera/ . Manager Pan! Krouse

Photographer: liridgette Weigel

¡iro n ostein (middle) b ein g cangi atulateed by Bernard. Congrus , CPA (left) an d XISCPA
presiden t Linda Fasano, CPA (right).

MSI! Student
aw arded $ 1 ,0 0 0
b y K ristina Mathisou
James Brounstein, »junioratM SU,
was recently awarded a $1,000 ac
counting scholarship by the New
Jersey Society of C ertified Public
Accountants (NJSC! PA ).
Award recipients are selected on
the basis of their academ ic achieve
m ent, recom m endation by the Busi
n e ss School Chairperson and a per
sonal interview. T h is year’s program
was expanded to include thirteen

four year colleges throughout New
Jersey.
*T am honored, excited, thrilled
and overwhelmed to have received
this award,” Brounstein said.
Brounstein is a member of the
Accounting Society and the Zcta
Omega Chapter o f rhe Alpha Sigma
Lam bda Honor Society,
He is expected to graduate in
M ay, 19%.
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Campus Police Report
com piled by Kristina M at hi son
THEFT
June 6 a Honda Civic was reported
stolen betw een 8:55 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
in Lot 22. T h e vehicle was recovered at
7:33 p.m. in Newark.
June 1 Central Receiving reported a
TV/VCR stolen after it was delivered
on April 28 to the Performing Arts de
partment. The Performing Arts depart
ment claim ed on May 1 that it was never
received.
June 14 between 12 p.m. and 2 p.m.
a garment bag containing sweat shirts
and T-shirts was reported stolen after it
was left on the loading dock at the Stu
dent C enter.
June 29 a Honda Civic del Sol was
reported stolen between 9a.m . and 12:50
p.m. in Lot 30. The vehicle was recov
ered at 1:41 a.m. in Irvington.
July 13 at 2:15 p.m. a m em ber of l,a
Campana reported a camera stolen after
it was left on top of a garbage can in the
Student Center.
July 18 a secretary in the Dean of
Student’s office reported money stolen
from her bag when it was left under her
desk in the Student Center.
July 31 a radio, luggage and a camera
were reported stolen from a vehicle

May - August 9
a trainer discov
ered a video re
corder, telephone
and coolers miss
ing from Panzer
Gym on July 31.
T h e re w ere no
signs of forced cntry.
June 10 - Au
gust 17 the Media
C en ter reported
that VHS players
were missing from
a mount under a
TV in P artridge
Hall. Pry marks
were found on the

parked in Lot 30
between 8:30a.m.
and 9:10 a.m.
Ju ly 29 - July
31 a resident of
Blanton Hall re
ported three 18k
gold bracelets sto
len from her room.
August 8 a sec
retary in the Dean
of Student ’suffice
reported money
stolen from her
bag when it was
le ft under her
desk in the Stu
dent Center.
M ay 16 - August 4 a resident of
Blanton Hall reported her piccolo and
flute missing out of a suitcase that was
stored in a locked closet over the sum
mer.
Ju ly - August 16 unknown persons
removed four memory chips were sto
len from a Dell computer in Dickson
Hall.

July 28 the windshield and steering
column of a Honda Civic were broken
between 12:30 a.m. and 1:15 p.m. in Lot
5. The owner of the vehicle had T he
CLUB locked on the steering wheel.

BURGLARY/THEFT

TRESPASSING

DuPONTDISCOUNTARTSUPPLIES
•Just 15 Minutes From Campus*
OUR PRICES CAN ’T BE BEAT!rt

window frame.
ATTEMPTED THEFT

June 26 at 1:25 a.m. a security guard
reported that a resident wanted assis
tance removingan unwanted guest. T he
resident’s girlfriend refused to leave the
room after an argument. When police
showed up, the girl left willingly.
August3at 11:10p.m .asecurity guard
reported that a male ran past the front
desk, up the stairs to the second floor,
jumped down into the lobby and then
ran out of the building.
August 7 at 10:41 p.m. five youths
were found rollerblading through the

hallways of M allory Hall. T h ey were
warned that if they ever did it again,
their rollerblades would be confiscated.
C R IM IN A L MISCHIEF
July 24 a Ford Escort had its rear
passenger window smashed and the
driver’s license taken between 11 a.m.
and 1 p.m. in Lot 7.
ARRESTS
June 7 at 10:50 a.m. Keith Grey of
Newark was arrested on a warrant for
burglary and theft issued from Little
Falls in the Bursars’ office in College
Hall. Grey was turned over to Little
Falls detectives.
July 7 at 6:20 p.m. Robert F. Surgue
of Cedar Grove was arrested on Route
46 and Clove Road. He was charged
with the possession of Controlled DangcrousSubstanccs(CDS). I leappeared
at the Little Falls court on Ju ly 11 and
made an application for a conditional
release into a program for first time
offenders. I le was also fined $700.
August 23 two maintenance workers
were arrested for the use of C D S be
hind the bleachers on the football field.
David Bacon of Wannaquc and John
Vitiello of Lebanon were arraigned on
August 24 in Montclair where they both
pleaded guilty. T hey each received
$750 fines and six months probation.
MISCELLANEOUS
July 16 at 6:30 p.m. an officer on
patrol heard three gun shots in the
wooded area behind the track and rail
road tracks. Nothing was found after an

Bokn Residents
Seeing Triple
• FREE Student Discount card worth 20% off
most items with student i.d. or class supply list.
• Another 10% off your first purchase with this
ad. (Ex. 9-30-95).
Y o i j r s o u r c e f o r w a t f r c o l o r s , o il s , a c r y l i c s , b r u s h f s ,
CANVAS, PADS, SYQUEST, FURNITURE, PORTFOLIOS, AIR BRUSHFS,
DRAF1 INC AND ENGINEERING SUPPUFS.

16 RL46W, Pine Brook. 201-882-5000
M O N T C L A R IO N

by K ristina Mathison
For the first time in almost six years,
Bohn Hall is at 103 percent occupancy.
Residents will find that some of the
rooms will have three people instead of
the usual two.
“Right now, there are 605 students
signed up to live in Bohn,” said Resi
dence Life Bookkeeper Mary Valenti.
Director of Bohn, Joseph DiMichele
said, “Bohn 1lull is the only dorm right
now that is being tripled. 33 rooms will
have three residents. All of them have
been notified so that they can prepare
their things.”
Because the rooms that were chosen
to triple students are typically larger than
most and have higher ceilings, the stu
dents’ beds will be bunked. In order to
make furniture arrangements fair to all
re sid e n ts that are b e in g trip le d ,
DiMichelli suggests that they rotate us

age of the furniture.
“Most of the students, if not all, will
be de-tripled within five to six w eeks of
school,” D iM ichele said.
The last tim e residents were tripled
was in 1989-90,” he said, “We actually
used the lounges for at least six beds.
Then we were at 106 percent or more
capacity.”
He attributes the recent above aver
age capacity to several reasons. First,
Bohn Hall has become a predominately
freshman, sophmore and transfer dor
mitory, state law mandates that these
students be housed.
“W e’ve had at least 150 more fresh
man [enrolled] than last year,” said Directorof Admissions, Dr. Alan Buechler.
“Also M SU ’s university status and
its inexpensive tuition are appealing to
students,” D iM ichele said.
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GEAR UP FOR
0

Survival
check list
□ Phone cords and accessories
□ Alarm clock or clock radio

IN THE DORM

□ TV, VCR and video accessories
Upright cordless phone
won't tie you down

Voice-activated
micro answ erer

□ Security devices

C C T circuitry p ro vid e s excellent
cla rity and range. H a n d y baseto -h a n d s e t paging. #43- ioo sm b

Don’t miss im portant calls
when you're not in your
room. Remote operation.

□ Computer and accessories
□ Batteries

043-752MB

□ Stereo equipment, speakers
and audio accessories

Basic trim phone
saves space

□ Heavy-duty flashlight

Lighted keypad for dialing
in the dark. Three colors.

□ Smoke alarm

White, #43-585MB. Almond,
#43-586MB. Gray. #43-587MB

□ Part-time job (see the manager
of your local Radio Shack store)

AM/FM cassette music
system with E-Bass
Compact speakers let you share
the music, headphones let you
listen privately. 1V14-1209MB

Shielded die-cast
2-way A/V speaker
G reat for u s e n e a r PC
or TV. 4" w o o fe r and
1" s o ft-d o m e tweeter.

Indoor TV/FM antenna
improves reception

Black, IV40-2048MB.
White, »40-2059MB

Fine-tuning control for clearer
picture and sound.
*15-1808MB

IN THE CLASSROOM
AC accessories to power your dorm

39"

4 -o u tle t adapter. 2 -p ro n g . #6i -262im b ..........................................2 .9 9
6 -o u tle t surge p ro tecto r in metal housing. #61-2131M . . . . 2 2 .9 9
6 -o u tle t adapter. For 3-p ro n g outlets. #6 i -2622 m b .................3 .9 9
6 -o u tle t power strip. M a s te r on/off switch. #6 i -2isomb ..........8 .9 9
S in g le outlet spike protector. #b i -279i m b .................................... 6 .9 9
6-ft. 3-OUtlet ext. cord. White, #61-2744MB. Brown, 461-2745MB............ 1.99
9-ft. 3-OUtlet ext. cord. White, #61-2746MB.Brown, #61-2747MB.......... 2 .3 9
15-ft. 3-outlet extension cord. #6i -274s m b .................................. 3 .4 9

Microcassette
recorder

G re a t for reco rd in g class
notes. Easy o n e -h a n d
operation. Tw o sp eed s.
#14-1159MB

Scientific calculator

Radio /hack
Gift fflExpress*
We can wrap a gift, add a card and ship it
anywhere in the US via FedEx® delivery
service. For a store near you or to order, call

1-800-THE-SHACKsu

Stores up to 12 frequently used
form ulas and runs them with
just a few keystrokes. #65-80 b m b

Advanced thesaurus

Prices apply at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers. Items not available at a participating store
can be special-ordered (subject to availability) at the advertised price A participating store will otter a
comparable value it the product is sold out Independent Radio Shack dealers and franchisees may not
be participating in this ad or stock or special-order every item advertised. Copies ot applicable w ar
ranties are available upon request at stores lo r inspection before sale, or by writing Customer Relations.
1400 One Tandy Center, Fort W orth TX 76102. FedEx tradem arks used by permission

Small enough to carry in your
backpack or purse. #63-2homb
Franklin is a registered tra d em a rk of Franklin
Electronic Publishing, Inc.

Radio /hack

You’ve got questions. We’ve got answers.SM

The Repair Shop
R adicT /hack
Out of whack? Out of warranty? We fix
most major brands of out-of-warranty
electronics. For a store near you, call

1-800-THE-SHACKSM
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D e x te r 9s

n o t his u su al self.

You s u s p e c t th e
S o you call

D

r . N

salsa,

u s b l a t t ,

y o u r f a m i l y ve t b a c k h o m e
The

(T o o b ad

call

iS

about the

Sign up for AT&T l i 'u e

cheap.
c o n s u lt a t io n

S e llin g s

fe e .)

an d save 25% to

Anybody, Anytime, Anywhere
in th e USA.

Life can be complicated. AT&T True Savings is simple. Just spend $10 a month on long distance
and we’ll subtract 25% off your AT&T bill* Spend $50 a month, get 30% off Guaranteed. This
special offer ends soon, so you’ve got to call 1 8 0 0 TRUE-ATT to enroll by September 15.
No fees. No lists. And no circles. That’s Your True Choice™ AT&T.
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OfficeMax
LowPrices..
Guaranteed!

Assorted Colors

Avery 1" Three Ring
Binder

Fastest Speed

Internal
28.8K V.34 Modem

Ventana Worldwide
Web Kit

Boston E lectric
Pencil Sharpener

Rogers
Crate-A-File II

• 2 8 .8K data send and receive
• 14.4K fax send & receive

• Get connected to the Internet
fast & easy

• PENCIL-STOP™ prevents
oversharpening
List Price $26.50 1001-1943

• 3 hanging folders included
• Available in slate blue, black,
granite and burgundy

1401-2105

1405-7717
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$2Q99
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OfficeMax
Everyday
Low Price

Low P

I G

r ic e
u a r a n t e e

We'll match any local competitor’s
advertised price on an identical
item, or we ll cheerfully refund
the difference if the item was
purchased from us within seven
days of the competitor's ad.
Ad errors, closeouts and
clearances are excluded.
Copyright 1995 OfficeMax, Inc We reserve the
right to limit quantities. Not responsible tor printing
or typographical errors
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OfficeMax
Everyday
Low Price

$1999
I

OfficeMax
Everyday
Low Price

E xten ded H ours For B ack-To-School! N o w th ro u g h S ep tem b er 10:
S u n .1 0 a m -6 p rrv M o n .-F ri. 8 a m -1 0 p m • Sat. 9 a m -9 p m •
Labor Day, M onday, S e p te m b e r 4:9-6

$C99

List Price
$13.95
0302-3953

OfficeMax
Everyday
Low Price

Visit our State-of-the-art Xerox
| Photocopy Center Center & save on

i Self-Service

BRIDGEWATER:Routes202-206and28 ....................................................... 725-7733 j f * f i p | C
EAST HANOVER: East Hanover Plaza. Route 10,1/2 mile east of Ridgedale A v e ....... 515-9797 I
PARAMUS: A&S Drive, next to Sports Authority .............................................. 262-0020 I
P a ra m u s C lo s e d Sundays

I

T0T0WA: Route 46 and Union Blvd., 1 mile east of Route 23, south of I-80 .............. 890-4466 I
WATCHUNG: US Route 22 at Raymond and Mountain Avenues ........................... 561-9119 I
I
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black ink on
20# white
bond.
One coupon
per customer

Offic e M a x

Coupon good through 9/7/95
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Welcome back
io Campus Life
by Erica Duncan
Welcome to the Campus Life Section.
You might remember this section was not
present in last years issues. It was revived
by the MONTCIARIONM the conclusion
of last semester.
In this section we will coverall of the
special events going on at MSU. Don’t
get misled, we arc not taking over the Arts
and Entertainment section. We will be
putting special emphasis on the students
taking part in the activities that take place
at MSU.
In this issue w e introduce R ita
Bronnenkant with her column Log-0// @
MSU. In her column she is making the
intimidating language of computers easier
for the novice on campus.
We are also reviving the CareerSe/vices

Mailbox which has been renamed Dear
CareerSe/viees. In this piece, Career Ser
vices will be publishing the answers to the
most common questions asked of them
by the student body.
E rica’s B eat will no longer be in the
Editorial Section. It has moved to the
Campus Life section. The format will be
the same as it was last semester. Be
prepared for some difficult questions this
semester.
If you have any suggestions or ideas for
this or any other section of the paper, feel
free to stop one of us and share them. If
that is not your forte, you can stop by our
office in the Student Center Annex Rm.
113A and we will gladly assist you in
getting your idea in print.
I lave a great semester and keep read
ing the MONCLARION.

Remember to Recycle your
old Montclarion issues!

Erica's Beat
by Erica Duncan
Welcome back! I hope that you have
had an eventful summer and that you are
ready for the Fall semester that is in front
of you.
For those of you who don’t know the
content of my column, all it does is pub
lish the answers to the questions that are
posed to me by the student body. If
there are any questions that you would
like to see the answers to, or if there arc
any other questions about the section
that you may have, feel free to contact
me in the MONTCLA RION office.
M y question this w eek is:
If there was one thing that you would
change about MSU what would it be and
why?
It is my opinion that the night classes
at MSU end too late in the evening.
From my experience, some classes that I
have taken have ended at eleven o’clock.
On that same note, the lighting system
on this campus is deplorable. Over at
Jersey City State College, they have un
derground parking which enabled the
students to park and come right out into
campus.
Frank DeStefano
Senior
History'major/Womens’Studies ( loncentration

The lighting on our campus makes
the campus incrediblydark. Somclights
arc there but there needs to be more.
Eileen McNamara
Graduate Student
Master of Arts in Teaching
All of the offices should be on the
same level. T h e Financial Aid office
and the Bursar should have access to the
same information from their computer
screen. T here are also too m any proce
dures that the students have to go
through to get something completed.
Uanifah Maamid
junior
Biology
The library hours need to be changed.
At Rutgers their library isopen 24 hours
a day. We are a university now and
others have longer library and computer
lab hours than ours.
Mario Bautista
Senior
Sociology
More sections of classes are neces
sary. The classes are getting larger,
causing students to have to take an extra
year just to be able to graduate,
A1 Reising
Senior
Biology

Upcoming Campus Events
MONDAY
SEPTEMBER 4
Labor Day! No classes.
Welcome back to MSU!

FRIDAY
SEPTEMBER 8
It’s party time! Congratulations on
reaching the first weekend of the sem es
ter!

TUESDAY
SEPTEMBER 18

Withdrawl deadline with F >% re
fund.; Center for Continuing Educa
tion, is having an introduction to sign
language course every Tuesday from
7:45-9:15. until 1lolloween.Cost..$65. 1 o
register call 655-4353.

TUESDAY
SEPTEMBER 5

WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER 6

Comedy Show in the Student Center
Ballroom at 8:00 P.M.
Back to School Bash Experience Vir
tual Reality 10:00 AM-3:00 PM in the
Student Center Quad.

Sit back and come to the reality that
yes, you are in school again.

SATURDAY
SEPTEMBER 0

SUNDAY
SEPTEMBER 10

Back to School Jam sponsored by
OSAU and Delta Sigma Theta Soroitv
Incorporated. 9:50 I'M - 1:00 AM in the
Student Center

WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER 13 M

Go out and play a round of

Stay home and watch FOOTBALL!!

THURSDAY
SEPTEMBER 7
In keeping with our hallowed tradi- !
t ion, this wee k's. I/O.Y7 Cl.: 1R
ICAYcame J
out on Tuesday, September 5th, the *
first dav of the school vear.
1
MONDAY
SEPTEMBER ¡1 \
Membership meeting for SILC. A
111
are welcome. 4:00 in Room 121 of the |
Student center Annex.

THURSDAY
SEPTEMBER 14
Pick up your copy of the M
ONICLARIONtoday!
Only one more day to go unitl the
weekend!

1
1

A
Would you like an event that you are |
organizing to be put on this calendar? Il l
so, then come down to the .1/037-1
CLARION office and talk to Erica. This ■
is a great w ax' toad\ertise your event and |
make it know n to the campus popula-.
tion. Plus, it's free!

_

jQ_!
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Numbers to Remember

n

THE MONTCLARfON..................................................................................................................................................... 655-5169
HEALTH CE N TE R........................................................................................................................................................ 655-4361
ACADEMIC ADVISING............................................................................................................................. 655-4146/4106/7068
ADMISSIONS: UNDERGRADUATE.......................................................................................................................655-4444
...........................655-5147
ADMISSIONS: GRADUATE
...........................655-4310
BOOKSTORE
.......................655-4105
BUSINESS OFFICE
...................... 655-5222
CAMPUS POLICE
f..........................655-5194
CAREER SERVICES
.......................655-4118
DEAN OF STUDENTS
...................... 655-4206
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
.......................655-5271
DROP-IN CENTER
...................... 655-4461
FINANCIAL AID
.......................655-4147
I-CARD OFFICE
.......................655-4298
LIBRARY
...................... 655-7240
NEWMAN CAT! IOLIC CENTER
....................... 655-4136
REGISTRAR
RESIDENCE L IF E .......................................................................................................................................................... 655-5188
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION....................................................................................................... 655-4202
TUTORIAL CEN TER................................................................................................................................................... 655-4364
SECURITY.......................................................................................................................................................................... 655-4111
MAINTENANCE.............................................................................................................................................................. 655-5217

Dear Career Services
The folknvingare the answers to some
of the most commonly asked questions
to Career Services. If you have anyquestions of your own, please send them to
the Career Services office.
Dear Career Services,
Q: I want to follow my heart and
major in English, but I'm afraid. What
kinds of jobs can I get after graduation?
A: That's not an easy question to
answer because what you choose to do
for a living depends more on who you
are as a whole person than on what you
choose to major in. Unlike accounting
or computer science, “English” and
“I Iistory” arc not career specific majors.
English, history, foreign languages, so
ciology and other liberal arts majors de
velop skills such as the ability to re
search, write and synthesize complex
information. These skills are used by a
wide variety of organizations in all sec
tors of the economy. As a result, the best
way for liberal arts majors to select a
career direction is to understand that
the choice of major is only one part of a
lifetime pattern of choices. That pat
tern as a whole should be considered to
see how it relates to the world of work.
To illustrate: have you alw ays kept a
diary or journal? I lave you gotten good

10 MONTCLARION

feedback about you writingover the years? part of the business world and as a result
Did you volunteer to work on your high it would be a wise move to back up the
school newspaper or yearbook? Did you skills developed by a liberal arts major
ever write long letters to friends? I lave with some intro course work in business
you tried your hand at poetry or a short and some well developed computerskills.
story at any time? Do you read a lot? Did Knowledgeofword processing, data bases,
you ever design your own greeting cards and desk top publishing can strongly in
for special occasions? A lot of “ycsscs” to crease the marketability of all liberal arts
these questions might suggest careers in majors.
journalism, public relations, advertising,
Dear Career Services,
or any occupation that requires a lot of
Q: I am having difficulty getting a
writing.
Were you the kid on your street who job because I bomb at all of my job inter
organized all the games? Were you always views. 1get so nervous that 1come across
outside after dinner on summer nights to the interviewers as incompetent. What
looking for someone to play with? Do you can I do to overcome this?
make a lot of lists and get a kick out of
A:
You are not alone. Most people
checking things off as you accomplish
them? Do you organize your books or experience some degree of nervousness
records alphabetically? Do you like board before or during a job interview. To
games because it’s fun to compete? Did overcome this feeling, the best thing to do
you get some of the girls in your class is to prepare for interviews. Start out by
to form a club and w'crc you the first finding out all you can about the compa
president? These interests may sug nies or employers you are interviewing
gest careers in some form of manage with. 1lavingsome knowledge will dispel
any misconceptions and provide you with
ment.
So, what happens to English majors information that may generate questions
who follow their hearts? Just about any for the interview. Another good exercise
thing. Some are writers or managers, is to write down all your skills, accom
some arc in promotion, in public relations, plishments and projects you have worked
education, advertising or in journalism- on recently. You should also document
areas that you’ve had difficulty handling
whereever their dreams lead them.
Many of the job titles listed above are and the final outcome. Remember, em -

plovers are interested in selecting the
best person for the job, and you want to
be that person.
The questions employers ask d tiring
interviews have changed from the typi
cal “T ell m e about yourself/’ and
“Where do you see yourself in five
years?” to more specific “ Tell me about
a difficult project you worked on re
cently,” “ Now do you decide which
part of the job to do first?” or “What was
the last conflict situation that you en
countered and how did you handle it?”
The idea behind these questions is to
find out how you think and handle
situations that may come up once you
are on the job. Although these ques
tions are hard to anticipate, preparation
is still the key.
beingprepared makes you moreconfident, therefore, you should practice
interviewing by role playing with friends,
relatives or a counselor at Career Ser
vices. be aware that you can be inter
viewed by more than one person since
many employers are having three or
four colleagues participate in the inter
view.
Remember, you are also trying to
find out if this is a good job for you. be
yourself and walk into the interview
with a positive attitude. It makes a
difference.
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Study in English or learn a foreign
language. Enroll for a semester or an
academ ic year, at very affordable
tuition or with financial aid!

INTERESTED? Come to the Global Education Center
College Hall, Rm 217
Thursday, September 14th, 11:00 am
Tuesday, September 19th, 4:00 pm
Wednesday, September 20th, 12:00pm
or contact Dr. Benjamin F. Hadis, Director of International Studies, 655-4253
MONTCLARION
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Log-O n @ MSU
/»V AV//v Broiiiicnkfiiit

Welcome to Montclair State l niversits! '1'here’s good news and bad
news...the good news is that your old
pals from last year are still here, there’s
plenty of Snapplc on campus and the
weather’s still warm. The bad news is
that classes arc starting, your book bill
resembles the price of Robert Shapiro’s
last suit, and the parking situation has
not improved in the slightest. It may
also seem like bad news to add your
reading and writing requirements the
demand for higher levels of computer
literacy.
This column is designed to help you
cope with whateverdifficultics and anxi
ety that computers may cause you. it
should reassure the reader that the au
thor is not any sort of “computergcek’’by
any stretch, but simply a person who’s
learned somethingand understandsthe
obstacles that the beginner faces.
I’ve always wanted my very own
Mission Statement, so here it is:
Computer literacy is needed to func
tion in today's society. Computers do
more than word- process, make spread
sheets and compose glitzy graphics.
K now ledge and inform ation are
power— economic power, political
power, social power. No one can afford
to be left behind.
Computers are also fun. Yes, fun.
I’ve met people from all over the world
through my personal computer (PC).
Without the use of my PC, our paths
would have never crossed. When com
puters bring us together we are oblivi
ous to the typical barriers that may stand
between people....race, religion, eco
nomic status, clothing style, physical
appearance. The ability to use this
technology is as important as any course
you will take in college. I am continuy learning and am w illing to share it
with you.
This column will enable you to bet
ter utilize the MSU VAX system and
direct you toward resources you can use.
If it’s available through a computer, it

will show up here. School stuff, funny
stuff, news stuff, political stuff and the
ever popular just-plain stuff.
f irst item on the agenda: I)id you open
vouremail account yet? No tim e like the
present! Every registered student is en
titled to an email account. No charge.
This is all paid for in your fees and tax
payer dol
lars. The

M acintosh II
s...... ..........................

..........

opening m en u
and
ty p e
in
alpha.montclair.edu and hit the enter key.
If you seethe prompt Infoservo just type
in alpha and hit enter. At Username: type
in STUDENT and hit enter;the menu
will give you the option of opening your
new account. Select optional by typing
1 and hit enter . Answer the questions
(tough stuff like your name, etc). You’ll
need to know your pin number from reg
istration as a part of the process. Within
minutes you will have your email ac
count!
Your email address will be your last
name followed by your first initial which
w ill then become your official Username
with the max of 12 characters. Now, log
on and when you get to Username type in

M s]

your official username and enter. Your
first Password will be welcome and then
hit enter. The system will then prompt
you for a new password. Make up a
password with six letters and/or num hers.
T he password will not appear on the
screen. In its place you will see asterisks
(stars). You will be prompted for confir
mation of the new
password, so just en
ter it again. For se
curity purposes, al
ways keep your pass
word to yourself.
Having trouble
opening the email
account? Not to
worry. If the availablecomputerlabas-

a subject or not, its optional on our
system, and enter. Now, type in your
message. Keep in mind that this is not
Word Perfect. The default editor(tbe
one it gives you) only allows correc
tions for the line that you are currently
on. Use backspace or left-arrow key to
get an error. Space-bar will erase it or
just type over it. Word-wrap here chops
off words. As you get close to the right
margin, hit enter to get to the next line.
Sign your letter. People who only
know you by your first name might not
have a clue who the sender is other
wise. 'To send the m essage hold down
CTRI ,+Z. Now, wasn’t that painless?
Want to send email to someone not
at MSU? Well, Bill Clinton would love
to hear from the voting public! To
send out of the MSU system is just a tad
ing, then Academic more tricky. It must be dead-set per
o m p u t i n g fect or it will bounce back to you. At the
VAXMASTER TQPONY%”piesident<S\vhitehouse.gov”.
Jim Byrne will You must write PONY in caps, fol
graciously as- lowed by the percent sign, followed by
sistvou. Jim ’s the double-quote mark, the person’s
office is in full (aka internet) address, then an
room 108 of other double-quote mark. After you
College Hall give Bill a piece of your mind, it’s
(life CRTL+Ztosend. If the FBI wants to
talk to you aboutthe remarks you made
to the president, use CTRL+C (or
C
T R L + Y) to avoid the feds.
)
and his phone number is655-5142. Please
Now that you have emailed every
be sure to read the university rules and one you know, its time to leave to lab.
regulations concerning the use of email, To get out of the system, at the MAI L>
etc. Violation can get your account can prompt type exit; and enter; at the $
celled faster than you can say, “Informa type LO and enter. LO is log-off. This
tion Superhighway.”
should bring you back to the main
Now that you have it, what do you do menu. Now you can leave or choose
with it? Send an em ail to a fellow student another application. You should try
on the MSU Alpha node. Log on by to avoid turning off the* computer
following the steps again. The welcome in the middle of email or any applica
screen displays the DCL prompt $. At the tion.
$tvpe in mail and bit enter. You are at the
Those of you who alreadvknew how
MAIL > prompt; type SEND and enter. to do all of this will now say, “Duh” in
TO: FRIENDA ( if FRIENDA was your unision. For the smartalcck know-itpal’s official username) and enter. Use alls, go to the ‘leetric Law Library
your friends last name and first initial. and read the lawyer jokes.
They must have opened their Alpha ac
URL: http://www7inter-law.coin
count to receive mail. SUBJ: write in
TTYN W (TalkTo You Next Week)

Campus Life needs w riters, photographers and
m o st of all an a s s is ta n t editor.
it

All those who are interested in becoming involved
with th e Campus Life section, please come to
Room 113 and ask fo r Erica or call x5169.
12 MONTCLARION
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W A N TED :
-UNDERGRADUATE FEMALES & MALES
-COMMUTERS OR DORM RESIDENTS
-ALL MAJORS
-INTERESTED IN HELPING OTHERS
-18 YEARS & OLDER

v

IF YOU ARE
A L L OF THE ABO VE,
YOU ARE WANTED
FOR THE DROP-IN CEN TER’S
FA LL TRAINING
ON SEPTEM BER 24TH, 1995
DROP-IN!!!
WE ARE LOCATED BETWEEN
THE STUDENT CENTER
AND
RICHARDSON HALL

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS SEPTEMBER 22, 1995
A SERVICE OF THE S.G.A.

MONTCLARION
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A Welcome to the Readers;

Those who have just arrived, and those who have just returned.
I hanks to the drought, wcat the. \IONTCIARION
were able to get our fill of fine weather and get hack
t<i the grindstone before the rest of you left the beach.
I lie result is the object you now hold before you. and
the founding of the working editorial hoard of the
'95-96 year.
This staff will continue in the MON TXHARIOA”s
tradition of hard-work and journalistic excellence,
and it will pursue a few more specific ambitions.
One of the most important services a Class 1
organization can provide is the opportunity for stu
dents toget hands-on experience to prepare them for
the world of work. As the most labor-intensive
organization of the Student Government Associa
tion (SGA), the MONTCLARION is especially well
suited to providing such an opportunity. Though
necessity has always kept us sharp in this respect, we
feci there is still room for improvement. Wc hope to
achieve that improvement by opening up new' posi
tions and creating a more structured system. This
will allow greater emphasis on training, and will
enable members to develop more fully as they ad-

vancc within the organization.
We intend to maintain our tough scrutiny of the
SGA, and with good reason: the SGA has control of
spending over $500,()()() of student fees. But we
invite, and hope to receive, greater SGA participa
tion in media treatment of the issues. We believe
that a greater degree of consultation betw een Stu
dent Government and the media will lead to less
talking at cross purposes and fewer instances of
misunderstood criticism or rebuttal.
Perhaps our greatest ambition this year is to in
crease our number of recruits. Wc will make various
efforts to reach you, hut we hope that you consider
trying to reach us. Feel free to walk into room 113 in
the Student Center Annex any time . You’ll get a
friendly reception w hatever your year, major or back
ground. Wc need all kinds of people to help us
adequately represent the student body of MSI , and
to make our newspaper as creative an enterprise as
possible.
Anthony R. O'Donnell,
Fditor-in-Chicf
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Greetings from the SGA’s Top Two
Welcome hack, MontclairState. We hope you’ve
all enjoyed your summer. We here at the SGA have
been preparing this summer, trying to find ways to
shape the future of M S I :, and also prove a rewarding
experience for the entire student body.
This year’s Executive Board chose “Old Tradi
tions, New Ambitions” as this year’s theme, which
depicts our many years of existence and our ongoing
expectations. Most students feel the SGA has drifted
into its own little world of illusions and goals. In fact,
to quote a one-time candidate “the SGA has become
like an old socket wrench that you leave in the
basement and whenever you need it you go dow n to
the basement and get it. If not, it stays there.” But
this shouldn’t he, so the best way to make the most

out of this year is to he fully aware of everything the
Student Government has to offer.
We strongly encourage all of you to get involved,
whether through Class 1-Classdorganizationsorthc
Student Government. Our Student Government
and organizations are some of the best developed
organizations in the country , so take advantage of
them and reach your highest potential through us.
Wc are looking forward to an outstanding year.
Remember, our office door is always open to you and
w e’re prepared to address any concerns you may
have, feel free to drop on by.
CARRE DIEM.
Francois M. Dander, SGA President
Julio A. Marenco, SGA Vice-President

A letter from President Reid
Dear Students,
1 am pleased to welcome all of you to the campus
for the 1995-1996 school year. Some of you arc here
for the first time, and 1 hope the many programs
planned for you by the faculty, staff and particularly
your fellow students are turning out to be valuable as
well as memorable. Others are returning to the
l niversity, perhaps for your final year of studies. You
will notice that many things are different and some
are in transition; all of the changes are intended to
serve you better.
This year promises to he another exciting one in
the history of the institution. We arc working on a
numberofprojects that will continue to define MSI .
Among these are national accreditation for the School
of Business Administration, a new science building
for undergraduate and graduate majors in science as
well as for all of von who take science general educa
tion courses, a design concept for a whole new ath
letic complex in the quarry that will be developed
over the next 10 to 15 years, and more attractive
entrances to the campus. Also, we have a new
master’s degree in Legal Studies as well as several
new majors, minors, and concentrations for you to

consider.
I trust that all of our initiatives will he as exciting
for you as they are for me. But perhaps the most
exciting addition to the campus is the more than 30
new full-time faculty members w ho have joined us.
I know you will find them both stimulating and
challenging, and I urge you to learn as much as you
can.
I look forward to another great year at MSI . One
of my goals is to get together with more of you
through your organizations, programs, and residence
hall meetings as well as in individual meetings. I am
starting out the year with a number of meetings at my
home here on campus with your student leadership
and representatives of the Montclarion. 1 plan soon
to start a series of small group meetings with others of
you in my office, in mv home, and in your residence
halls.
In the meantime, ifyou see me on campus, please
stop me and introduce yourself. 11 may take a while,
but i would like to get to know you and for you to
know me. Until then: Carpe diem!
Irvin I). Reid
President
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Shaken,
Not Stirred
by ( Iraig Klein

What’s wrong
with the SGA?
in the 1995 SGA elections liciti last
April, a 28-vote discrepancy was discov
ered between the number of signatures
in the voter sign-in book and the number
of votes tallied from the voting booth
itself. That means 28 invalid, or “phan
tom,” votes. Under a large margin of
victory, perhaps these votes wouldn’t
have made a difference. But Francois
Dander, the newlv-elected SGA Presi
dent, won by only 11 votes. This means
he may actually have lost the election.
Accidentally or intentionally (it’s unclear
which), the final results of the election
were distorted, making the election in
valid.
I lowever, the SGA decided to let the
election results stand. On what grounds?
Because an election statute says “all chal
lenges of elections must be made by the
close of polls.” Since the matter was
brought up a fter the polls closed, the
election results had to stand.
Now, does anyone else see a problem
here? The SGA knew the election’s re
sults were skewed but decided not to
declare it invalid. This from the organi
zation that is supposed to serie in the
best interest of the students.
Forgive me for having to ask this, but:
what is wrong with our student govern
ment? 'This is no trivial challenge of the
election results; nobody’s asking for a re
count because they think the voting may
be off. There is hard proof that the voting
process m ts corrupted. If SGA legislators
knew the election result was false, how
could they let it stand?
I’he statute the SGA used as an ex
cuse could have been overturned if only
two-thirds of the legislature voted to do
so; why didn't they? It was argued that it
would be impossible to hold anotberelection because of time constraints. True, it
would have been impossible to hold the
elections in the fall since the transition
between administrations is such an enor
mous task. But holding a.second election
last spring was also opposed because it
was felt that the turn-out would be too
low. Well, which is better: having an
election with a low turn-out that is true, or
an election that is false no matter how
large a turn-out?
SGA has not done its job. T h ey let an
invalid election stand, seizing upon a
technicality to justify their actions. As
students, we shouldn’t have to watch the
SCÌA and make sure they do their job;
they should be doing it automatically.
But if they aren’t willing to do their job
properly of their own accord, then we as
students will have to remind them.

Simpson Trial raises
questions new and old

Dry, With a
Twist

Some interestingthings have happened
as a result of the 0.1 Simpson trial. The
spectacle in Judge Ito’s court is making
Americans more aware of their legal sys
tem and its flaws. It has sparked a new
interest in the law and the workings of the
courts. Across the country, people arc
coming to municipal courts with evidence
like homemade video reconstructions,
charts, graphs, and multimedia presentationstotrvand beat parkingtickets, trafficviolations, and garbage ordinances.
It has also changed, with the help of the
King, Mcncndez, Denny, and Bobbit tri
als, the way we think about how justice is
served. In the four trials above, a jury
failed to convict in the w ay we would have
liked them to. Is it because the prosecu
tors failed? Was the defense too good?
Could the jury have been biased? Is there
a nationwide conspiracy to keep deserv
ing people out of jail?
Or are these the same problems that
have been w ith us the whole time, and
w e’re only just noticing?
Many object to Simpson’s being able
to buy more justice than you or I could.

fections in our system. A lot lias been said
about our double jeopardy rule, where a
man cannot be tried twice for the same
crime. If Simpson is acquitted, he could
confess to the crime and still be a free
man. Thisactually happened recently. A
Man was aquirted of murder, then the
police found evidence that would have
convicted him, but they couldn’t bring
him to trial again. The police and the
prosecutors bemoan the double jeopardy
rule because it doesn’t let them do their
job. The real story is that if they had done
their job right the first time, this wouldn’t
be happening. I’m pretty sure that if the
I -APDIiad waited and built a really strong
case before indicting Simpson, this trial
might have been over by now.
But if you think about it. These prob
lems aren’t really problems at all. Our
system is designed to protect the falsely
accused from over-zealous prosecution.
I'd rather have ten murderers walking the
streets than have one innocent man in
prison. Iffailing to convict the guilty is the
price of keeping the innocent free, so lic
it.

but this has always been so, from the
earliest days of trial by combat, when the
best fighter or the person who could hire
the best fighter won. Today the accused
must hire an attorney to do battle for him
in the courtroom. Colin Ferguson would
have stood a better chance if he had just
shut up and let his lawyers, who included
William Kunstlcr, do their job.
The television camera in the court
room isanothersourceofcontroversy. It's
said that the camera focuses too much
attention on the trial, and makes the law
yers and the judge play to the American
public. This may be true of Judge ho,
since he happens to be an elected official.
But the only parties the lawyers are play
ing to are the judge and jury. After all, the
lawversdon’t care what the public thinks,
it's the jury that has to vote guilty or not.
’ I here have always been reporters in court
rooms, and a sensational eases have al
ways drawn crowds. The Lindburgh,
Scopes, and Rosenberg trials are good
examples.
I believe that the gavel to gavel cover
age has made us aware of certain imper

By R afael Riet i

Inside
When will we learn to
the
SGA
spend funds responsibly?
by Brian C osgrove

I Iere we go again. Once more the Stu
dent Government Association (SGA) has
over-appropriated funds to Class 1 organi
zations. One might think that college
educated students would he able to figure
out that a treasure' can’t give away more
money than it receives. And one might
also think that it shouldn’t be quite so
hard to keep within a budget of over half
a million dollars. Yes, you read it right:
over half a million.
Where does this heap of money come
from? From you, of course. Kvery semes
ter when the undergraduate students of
M SI ' register for classes, the administra
tion charges them $5 fore-very credit they
take for up to 15 credits. T his equals $45
a semester, $90 a year. Many may wonder
where their $90 a year is going. The
answer is that it funds things like I Iomecoming, intramural sports, the college
yearbook and other, less typical items.
The distribution of the $500,000-or-so is

determined not by administrative authori
ties, hut by your fellow students (think
about that the next time you sign a pro
spective legislator’s petition). Tnfortunately, that distribution isn’t always.simple
- or fair.
Problems arise every April when it is
time to approve the next year’s budgets.
Class 1organizations must come before the
legislature and attempt to prove why they
need the amount requested. Not surpris
ingly perhaps, each organization tends to
want more money than it got the year
before. Unfortunately,for the past seven
years enrollment has been down, resulting
in a yearly decrease of SGA revenues.
For the past two years, the executiveboard of the SGA has had to make cuts to
the already approved budgets from the
prior year. Last year these cuts were
wielded with an iron ax and Class Ones
were forced to give up not only their
conference allowance-(to attend seminars,

conventions, etc. ) but also a 1% cut across
the board.
The problem,obviously, is not the bud
get cuts themselves, but in the continual
over-appropriations by the SGA. I feel
that the way cuts were proposed this year
was a vast improvement over last year, but
they would have never been necessary if
the members of last year’s SGA legisla
ture would have heeded the advice of last
year’s president and treasurerto make the
cuts in advance. By cuttingthe budgets in
August rather than last April, the SGA
generated unneccesary conflict between
the Class l ’s and the SGA itself.
Next time around the figures should
be made to work the first time around and
serious consideration should be given to
sweeping budgetary reform. We may
never be able to make the distribution of
our funds more simple, but we should
work harder to ensure that it becomes
more reasonable and more fair.

L e tte r Polie
Fhe deadline for letters is Monday at 3 p.m. Letters should he no longer than
two pages, double spaced. Persons submitting letters must include name,
major department, social securitynumber and telephone number.
(Last two items for verification purposes only.)
MONTCLARION
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From the Left
by Frank F/eisc/unan
What a summer both in Washington
and on this campus, h irst, \vc had Con
gressional subcommittees trying to make
Jcll-o stick to the wall by entertaining
conspiracy theories about the death of
Vince Foster, as well as trying to find
anything about the alleged Whitewater
scandal that may embarrass the President
and secure a win for the 1996 Republican
presidential candidate.
The Republican Congress has also
shown its very shallow faith in the Ameri
can people’s sense of patriotism, as well as
insulting the spirit of the First Amend
ment, by insisting on a constitutional
amendment to protect the American flag

Fleischman’s Summer Review:
Shallow faith and brave souls

from physical desecration. This is just
their latest attempt, since the 1990 “gag
rule” against advising abortion in feder
ally-funded family planning clinics, that
blatantly represses free speech.
If one needs more folly a prime ex
ample appears close to home. In fact, one
need look no farther than our beloved
university campus. If you take Normal
Avenue to enter MSU, you will see two
huge sculptures of concrete protruding
from the ground. These are our new
“gates”, the latest attempt to m ake this
campus look more like a university. As if
one doesn’t know where one is when they
see the signs on Valley Road, we must

Faulkners
Rubino
Follies
by Michael Rubino

If all Shannon Faulkner really wanted
was a military education, she could have
enrolled elsewhere.
There are numerous opportunities for
women, including West Point, the Naval
and Air Force Academies, and other
women’s programs. But it was ever so
opportunistic for her to stick her clenched
fist under the nose of the Citadel.
Contrary to the assertions of Patricia
Ireland and the National Organization of
Women, Shannon Faulkner is no hero.
Phis should not be equated with blacks
fighting for civil rights in the sixties.
Faulkner is an opportunist. Since quit
ting The Citadel, she has stated that she
doesn’t know what she will do next. She’s
already done what she had to do. Watch
her capitalize on “her story”: books, mov
ies, the lecture circuit, and so forth.
Since her crusade began two-and-ahaif years ago, she has endured consistent
resistance and personal threats. But on
her first day of training, she passed out
and landed in the infirmary. By the end of
the week, she was history, while also
having hinted that the infirmary was de
liberately making her sicker.
It was plainly clear to the nation that
she was physically unprepared. She had
fought through the legal and verbal battles
had had been attending classes at the
school. But during “1lell W eek”, an overw eig h t, stressed -o u t, and isolated

Faulkner gave up.
T his case is a small scale example of a
greater issue which must be dealt with.
For example, in reference to her condi
tioning, why are the physical standards
for women different than those for men?
T he l .S. Army requires men to do 42
push-ups in an allotted time frame, but
women need only do 1H. If standards are
lowered, then it is necessary to question
the relevance and necessity of the origi
nal standards. Flic situation becomes
arbitrary, where the focus is on the absurd
goal ofsatisfyingthc mythical “level play
ing field” rather than maintaining stan
dards.
T h e Citadel is not a private institution.
It is supported by public tax dollars.
Therefore, its position lies on shaky
ground. 1 am not at all convinced that
public money should be supporting seg
regation or discrimination, whether it
pertains to gender, race, or ethnicity.
I don’t feel sympathetic towards Sh
annon Faulkner. She wasn’t pushed up
against a wall and forced to pursue her
end. She brought this on herself. She
could have accomplished anything a man
could have accomplished - provided that
she was able to m eet the required stan
dards.
Now, it doesn’t even matter that she
quit. Just sit back and follow the money
trail.

“What is written without
effort is in general read
without pleasure.”
--Samuel Johnson
M O N T C L A R IO N

show people exactly where they are by staunch supporter of U.S.-Soviet coop
these “monuments”.
eration. He will be sorely missed by those,
I would like to take this opportunity to like myself, who continue to struggle for
make a few remembrances of two won civil liberties, separation of church and
derful people who passed away during state, and a better world.
I also mourn the passing of Grateful
the summer. F irst, Dr. Corliss Lamont
who was a twentieth-century pioneer of Dead guitarist and lead singerjerry Garcia.
the philosophy of I Iumanism. One-time Though I was not a very devoted Dead
president of the American Civil Iliberties head, I did keep up with their concerts
Union and the founder of the American and their recordings. Garcia was a mod
I lumanist Association, I .amont was one ern-day Renaissance man: poet, artist and
of the few individuals who took an early musician. Although Sen. Bob Dole called
stand against Sen. Joseph McCarthy and him a “drugaddict”, Garcia istheepitome
e v e n tu a lly won the battle again st of those brave souls who turned their back
McCarthvism. Dr. Lamont was also a on the Victorian values that Dole is trying
tireless defender of civil liberties, and a so hard to “preserve”.

The Montclarion is
always in need of
writers for all
sections.
If you are
interested in
joining the
organization, or
if you just want to
come and see a
really cool office,
come down to Room
113 o f the Student
Center and check us
out.
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Join the Montclarion!
•WRITERS
•PHOTOGRAPHY
•GRAPHIC DESIGN
•ASSISTANT EDITORSHIPS
•COPY EDITORS
• EDITORIAL POSITIONS

THESE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE
MANY POSITIONS STILL
AVAILABLE.
CALL X 5 1 6 9 AND LEAVE MESSAGE
OR STOP BY ROOM 1 1 3
STUDENT CENTER ANNEX.

Join the Montclarion!

POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN A
VARIETY OF AREAS:

Join the A/lontclarion!
MONTCLARION
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-------- FREE ADMISSION!

W EDNESDAYS

__ 50C D R A FTS $ 2 .0 0 SO L + J A G E R ____

DIRECTIONS:

JUST 10 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS, take rt. 3 east
TO PASSAIC AVENUE EXIT. G O RIGHT OFF RAMP. G O TO THIRD
TRAFFIC LIGHT AN D MAKE LEFT ONTO VAN HOUTEN AVENUE. GO
TO FIRST TRAFFIC LIGHT AN D MAKE RIGHT O N TO BROADWAY.
LOOP IS ONE BLOCK ON RIGHT SIDE.

378 BROADWAY, PASSAIC PARK, NJ

201-365-0807
MONTCLARION
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Ê to Æ ra o c

Desperado', some gore
bv K evin Srhieoebe/

I Icilo and welcome to Prophet bigg,
the only entertainment news column
you need to read. For you newcomers,
this column is dedicated to bringing
you the finest news, reviews and celeb
rity interviews from all areas of the
Kntcrtainmcnt industry. Johnny Depp,
Christian,Slater, Mary Stuart Masterson,
1lenry Rollins, I)ougK, Dougand Aidan
Quinn are just a few of the celebrities
interviewed in the past. If you have any
specific questions about any aspect of
the Kntcrtainmcnt industry, pleasedrop
me a line at th e.WONTCIAR/ONoffice.
Student Center Annex rm. 113.
• W ell, all of my fellow E sosqaad
enthusiasts, I'm afraid that the showlias, for the most part, been given the
old heave ho. For those of you who are
unfamiliar with this program, Exosr/nad
is the absolute best in scientific anima
tion available in this country. The en 
tire first season of the show is available
on video, however none of the rest are,
and are not likely to be. MCA l niversal
I lome video tells me that due to lack of
interest, they will not produce any of

the second season. As far as any future
episodes go, Ralph Sanchez. Vice-Presi
dent in charge of Development at l ni
versal, told me that it is unlikely that
there will be any future episodes. Ilcsaid that the possibility of a movie is
there, but whether it w ill be live action
or animated, continuing the storyline or
startingover, is still in the air. \ Ir. Sanchez
also tells me that Universal will start a
new online service and that some sort of
Exosquad stories in some form will be
available. Stay tuned for more info on
that.
Playmates, the manufacturer doing
the Exosquad toys says keep looking for
them. T h ey plan on releasing all of the
new products that they slated for this
year, but are non-commital on products
for next year at this time.
• It seems like we don't get a Batbreather from those very popular mov
ies. Yes, liatm a n 4 looms on the horizon.
Current rumors indicate that the pro
ducers are looking at Demi Moore to
play Poison Ivy and Patrick Stuart for
Mr. Freeze.

Maybe you thought I was a night
mare, a bad dream, but I’m still here. I
have a brandy new, sort of imposing,
nameplate (my thanks to Mr. Michael
R<>cssncr,.l/O.Vy Y'/./l/v/O.VTrcasurcr),
sitting on top of my computer. I hope
everyone’s summer was as crazy and
insane as mine.
I worked on the boardwalk in lovely
Seaside Park, NJ, so my diet consisted
of a wide variety of greasy food, chock
full of cholesterol. 1 figure that at least
90 percent of the student population
has visited Seaside, and since summer
doesn't officially end until September
20, the remaining 10 percent might
venture south in the remaining weeks.
If you make it to the boardwalk this
orany weekend, and your stomach starts
sounding like an earthquake, but your
fundage is limited, stop at the Sawmill
Cafe. I'lie Sawmill Cafe is on Ocean
Avenue at the south end of the boardwalkacross from Silver Apple SurfShop.
Sawmill boasts the world’s largest slice
of pizza and a free drink for $1.25.
The ambiance isn’t wonderful, the
line is usually long, and tables are for
waiter service only, but the reward is
the pizza, and the no-name cola that
quenches a thirst better than any big
name soft drink.

Sometimes the pizza has too much
cheese, sauce, crust, and/or grease, but
you can’t knock Sawmill because it’s
always a great slice of pizza that is much
more than a slice. Sawmill is a meal.
The slice is so big all three corners
hang off the plate. I don’t recommend
w alkingand eating unless a kind friend
offers to hold your drink because you
need two hands to eat a slice of Sawmill.
About halfway through, I suggest either
folding or splitting the slice in half (a
slice can easily be shared between two
people for those of you with a small
appetite). When you swallow your last
bite, you are content and full.
Sawmill Cafe is known for its pizza,
but their menu consists of hamburgers,
hotdogs, sausages, and fries. I'm a veg
etarian, so I can’t tell you about the
meat, but the fries are yummy.
For everyone 21 and over. Sawmill
also has a bar that offers Bass Ale and
Pete’s Wicked Ale on tap. 1 will also
recommend a shot of liquid heroin.
Colleen, the bartender, told me what’s
in it, but I don’t exactly remember.
Although I don't think shoes are re
quired, I wish 1 had some ruby slippers
because I’d love some Sawmill right
now . believe me it’s good; I survived on
it all summer.

with cartoonish violence
by John Springm an
Desperado tells the simple story of a
former m ariach i player (Antonio
Banderas) out for revenge against the
drug dealers who killed his girlfriend.
I le appears in a small but thoroughly
corrupt Mexican town, bearing only a
guitar case full of weapons, a ponytail
andsmoldcringgoodlooks. In hisscarch
for the villain (Joaquim de Almeida),
the mariachi begins wiping out morebar patrons than a bad shipment off lours.
The villain responds by sending more
goons after him, while the mariachi finds
comfort in the armsofa beautiful woman
(Salma I layek).
Can the mariachi protect his new
love from the drug dealers? W ill he get
his revenge? W ill the body count top
Ju dge Dredd ? I won't give it away, but
the strength of Despeme/o is in dynamicaction scenes, not creative storytelling.
Of course, most films have an upside
and a downside. In addition to the ex
hilarating (if not believable) action
scenes, Desperado has attractive, cxcitingstars.agood senseofhumor, and one
nice plot twist at the end.
The downside is the underwritten
store- w hich drags between scenes, and
the stereotype of Mexicans as dirty,
ignorant, violent, and corrupt. Ironically,
it’s a I lispanie writer/director who’s re
sponsible for the stereotyping (as well
as the rest of the movie, of course).
The writer/director in question is
Robert Rodriguez, who gained fame
with his 1994 film Et M ariachi, made
with $7,000, rind a borrowed blue school
bus. El M ariachi received national at
tention and enjoyed successful theatri
cal and video releases—remarkable, con
sidering Rodriguez financed it by serv
ing as a human guinea pig for medical
research. ’I'he success of Ed M ariachi
enabled Rodriguez to turn to the equally
painful, but more lucrative financing
available from Columbia Pictures to
make Desperado.
Rodriguez has a great flair for action
sequences. T h e mariachi has a specialty
of firing tw o automatic weapons simul
taneously, often while sliding across bar
floors on this butt or falling backwards
off buildings, bad guys are blasted up
and backwards towards heaven in super
slow-motion. A knife-throwing villain
adds some variety to this celebration of
automatic weapons. In the climacticshowdown, guitar cases holding rocket
launchers and machine guns add to the

mayhem.
There is some gore, but much of the
violence is cartoonish. It's reassuring to
note that the Classic Rules of Action
Cinem a are follow ed, including:
Fhe “Combat” Rule: Fight bad guys
firing machine guns will always fail to hit
the hero, bullets w ill carom near his feet
or trail just behind as he dives for cover;
and
I'lie bloodied I lero Rule: I'lie hero
can be disgustingly maimed, but in the
next fight sequence lie will be back at
full strength.
As a w riter, Rodriguez has a lot of
room for improvement. Seemingly im 
portant characters are introduced, but no
real use is made of them before they’re
safely zipped away in body bags. Q ues
tions arise that are never answered. W hy
is the mariachi’s best friend a goofy
gringo? Who are the guys who arrive to
help him in the big showdown? I low can
four rockets be launched from one guitar
case w ithout even reloading?
’I'here arc some good moments in
D esperado. At one point, the villain is
standing in a sleazy bar, surveying the
bodies of his slaughtered henchmen.
Several clean-cut American touristseomc
clattering up to the doorwax unaware,
before stopping in shock at the sight of
the carnage. I'lie villain turns, glares,
and snarIs, "Can ’t yoil see we' re d o s e d ?! ”
Antonio Banderas has the charisma to
bean A-levelaction star. I lebringseharm
and intensity to the character of the
mariachi. One scene I particularly liked
came at the end of a prolonged struggle
with the last surviving bar patron. After
em erging victorious, Banderas gives a
half-double-take, half-shudder, reveal
ing an awareness that he could be the
final body on the floor. It’s unstallonesquc
and a welcome touch of humanity.
For many action fans. Desperado may
be an enjoyable diversion. Indeed,based
on the I .os I .olios soundtrack and Anto
nio Banderas, my w ife gave the movie
four stars and asked m e to grow a pony
tail.
1 also enjoyed parts of the movie—
but overall, I didn’t like Desperado and
can’t recommend it. T h is isa hopelessly
corrupt and violent world, in which even
the hero doesn’t stand for honesty and
in tegrity, only for retribution. Fhe
mariachi may get bis revenge, but he
doesn’t provide any hope for a better
future. In Desperado, the villains have
already won.

Question of the week:
Boxers or Briefs????
MONTCLARION
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Transportation is Huailable for Groups of 20 or more!
Fun To Be Had Around
And About Campus...
Tuesday, September 5

Tex and Cindy’s C asablanca’s
F eatured Poets, Artists, & M usicians
474 River Drive Garfield
Wednesday, September 6

Jazz at the Village V anguard
featuring the Clark T erry Q uintet
7th Ave. South at 11th St.
9:30pm
Thursday, September 7

La Di Da Music and Song Post
Open Mike
Admission $2
8 Park St. M ontclair
Friday, September 8

Swingin’ N eckbreakers at
Maxwells, 103rd and
W ashington St.
I loboken
Saturday, September 9

A ttitu d e is
EVERYTHING.
20
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M atthew Sweet at the
Academy, 234 West 4 3 rd St.
betw een 7th an d 8th Aves.
Confused, Clueless, Need more Information?
Contact Victoria at x5169

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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A lunch date with Bob,
Roddy, and Three Angels
b\ Joy Thompson
Kvcn though I hud two jobs, and an
active social life, the summer still left me
with plenty of time on my hands So
wliat does a college student do w ith hei
extra time? She finds the best shuns
daytime T.Y. has to offer. I herein sub
mit to you the best two hours on A
The Trice is Right, 11-12 noon, week
days. 'This is the end all be all of all gan a
shows on television. I mean, w here else
can you see 60-year-old models point at
washdrs dryers, klondike bars, whir pools and ears? And where else can you
see a 90-year-old host and his poorly
dressed announcer? In my opinion, bob
barker and Rod Roddy should run the
country.
Can you imagine it? Instead of win
ning a car in the I lole-In-()ncgam e, you
would receive a tax exem ption. Or
maybe, in order to get a federal grant
you'd have to play Plinko, where you
slide abnormally sized pennies down
chutes to see how much money you can
get.
’ I he best part of the show is the Show
case Showdown. You spin the big wheel
trying to get that one dollar, and bid on
showcases containing spas, trips, bed
room sets, jet s k i s , boats, campers, and
all sorts of cool prizes.
Joy Thompson, comcondown, vou re
the next contestant on The T rice Is Right'.

C harlies Ange/s, 12- 1 p.m., w eek
days. These three ladies not only ha\
w underfill bodies, but minds to matel
I bex work for Charlie Townsend
man they Ye never seen orc\en caugi
a glimpse of. I.xcept that one episod
when thev showed him, no wondc
thev don't show his fa, .he's not ve,
attractive.
So. anyway if I were to be an ange
I would be Sabrina. She's got the best
body and brains, and sbe gets all the
guvs! Kelly's alright, but she's just your
basic brunette vearni nguild trying to be
a blonde. I lowever, she cannot be a
blonde, because that belongs to Chris,
the perfect seventics/carlv eighties
chick.
Did you ever notice that in every
episode the angels always end up in
tight or skimpy clothing? They go un
dercover as the coolest incognitos.
They've ridden with Robin Hood's
Merry \ len,skated with the Icccapadcs,
and danced with I -as Vegas showgirls. ..if
only 1 could be one of them. They kick
ass at solving crimes!
W ell, anyway, if you w ant to w atch
these wonderful shows then please
check your local listings to find the
station they're on. And if you want to be
on The Price Is Right, then write for
tickets, and if you w ant to be Sabrina,
too bad, I already am.

------------------------------------------------------

Pretty and Twisted:
well-crafted music
b\ l.( \ em iro
lt\ eight ’ clock on Thursday night,
and I'm waiting for the doors to open at
the I rade \\ m i l s , a barin Sea Bright. \ J.
Eventually. I v is permitted to enter the
verni'- a ber i lengths an I unwarranted
I I ). elici is
Once inside. I found m\ self seated at
the bar. anxiously awaiting the start of
the show. Alterali I was here to see
Pretty and ’ I wasted, the new band on the
scene fronted by Concrete Blonde s
Johnette Napolitano.
Attera seemingly interminable length
of time, someone appeared on the stage.
It was the opening band whose name and
appeal alluded me.
Eventually, Pretty and Twisted ap
peared on the stage, and began a display
of their immense talent. Together

Johnette Napolitano and ex Wall of
Yood ioguitarist, Mare Moreland, pro
duced a heav v honest sound that comes
as a welcome depart ure bom the noises
most commonly heard > i.iy’s radio
land bell.
If you ever hear A P eery and
Twisted playing a loe t venue, invest
vour evening in their show of wellcrafted music and coherent lyrics. Be
sides, no one works a ct >wd like
Johnette.
I also recommend picking up their
self titled CD w hich has been accu
rately described by a friend as, "Every
thing Concrete Blonde wanted to be
but never became.”
It’sa bargain. Kspcciallyifyou want
something dark and smokey for your
den of inequity (thanks mom).

J
km

Write for
the Arts
Contact Victoria at 5169
WfSLfY

Patrick

Iniiu

SWÁYZI

LfGUIZAMO

Jerry Garcia's Long, Strange
Trip Comes To An End
destined never, ever to see them. He
bx I’ictoria Co Ides
I don’t know how many tim es I was was right.
I’ll get over it, eventually, but I won
supposed to see the Crateful Dead.
Something always went wrong. The ear der what all the IDead heads are going to
broke down, m y tickets got lost, stolen, do. People spent their lives travelling
given away. I almost went to a Jerry across America following the Dead.
show, but I got stuck on the subway for State after state they set up their tables
three hours.
and sold jewelry, clothing, food, and
This summer I promised m yself that parapheranlia. The parking lot was a
even if I didn’t have a ticket, I was going place for them to show thcircraft. T hey
to the parking lot. I might get a miracle; became a family sharing, caring, and
helping one another. I’ve heard again
instead, I got the Chicken Pox.
On Wednesday Aug. 9,1 woke up to and again, “I can’t believe there will
a ringing telephone. I rolled out of bed nev er be another show.”
Some say that the Deadheads will
wondcringwho in their right mind would
call me at 9:17 a.m. (I worked nights this start following Phish, bur Phish has a
summer). I mumbled a hello, and lis different group of followers. I know
tened to my sister sobbing, “Jerry Garcia Deadheads who went to Phish parking
died.” I didn't believe her at first. I lots because they could make more
money there, but the scene was differ
thought it was another rumor.
ent.
The closeness and love was miss
I rarely watch television, but 1lead
line News appeared on the tube. After ing.
Jerry’s music and spirit will live on,
twenty minutes of war, hunger, deaths,
and the economy, I learned that Jerome but the giant teddy bear, father figure
John Garcia had died of a heart attack at has left all his children to fend for them
the Serenity Knolls re-hab center in selves.
Although Jerry’s death upset me
Marin County, California. Me was 53greatly, 1 was absolutely devastated a
vcars-old.
I was stunned. I felt numb. Thiscould month earlier when Bob Ross died. \ o
not happen. A few weeks before I was more happy little mountains. Losing
telling a friend about all my attempts to Jerry and Bob in the same summer what
see the Dead, and he told me I was will I do?
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PREVIEW “TO WONG F00, THANKS FOR EVERYTHING, JULIE NEWMAR” ON THE INTERNET (http://www.mca.coni)!

SURTS FRIDAY, SFPTFMBFR 8TH AT A THFATRF NFAR YOU.
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Calvin

and

Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

Calvin

and

Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

Calvin

and

Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

T he F a r S ide is d e a d ...

LvrittBüMSEEKS\
MAPVVKÇSS• NOT
HE MÇU&H.' IW-5 l $
lPt I'lnFVtKk ^ g
BETWEENMLAN
D
INCRESTOfTBE
VIQftLD.'

BUT ITS M EM ORY SHALL LIVE ON!
T he F a r S ide unfortunately
m u st .

B u t , ti iat

C urrently , I'm
lan d ",

died , as any m o r t a l co m ic strip

doesn 't mean ti iat its death will be in va in !!

lookin g into so m e new c o m ic s , such as

"L ife In H ell.", and

"O ut -

If, for some

m a n y other favorites !

UNGODLY REASON, YOU IIAVE ANY INPUT YOU WISH TO GIVE ME, C'MON
DOWN TO THE M ONTCLARION AND leave a n y

ideas you m ay

(ACK) I nformation S uper
high w ay (BARF) by leaving E-M ail t o : ALPHA-OSULLIVANJ.
O r, you can

have !

If you

WAPPtKESS 15MT C-iCtf
EN0U6U fOR M fc/ I
DCMAND EUPHOft*

reach me on the

Calvin

and

Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
SO N o v ; 1M NO LONGER
C O W E N V I N UNHAPPY
MN DAN r t R U IN E D

wm.

r a m . waprn
ANO C O N I E N V
\

have some talent in d r a w in g , you m a y wish to subm it a

c o m ic strip of y o u r o w n ...

A ll

entries m u st follow these

CRITERIA:
1. T he strip m ust

be funny .

Now

by funny

I d o n 't

IS ABSOLUTELY HILARIOUS TO YOU AND YOU ALONE.

mean t h at it

I MUST BE ABLE

TO GIVE IT TO AT LEAST lO PEOPLE, AND THEY MUST FIND IT HUMOROUS.

Calvin

and

Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

Calvin

and

Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

2. IT MUST BE SOMEWF1AT INTELLIGIBLE. I DON'T WANT TO HAVE TO SIT
FOR FIVE MINUTES TO FIGURE OUT WI IAT AN AMOEBA-SFIAPED FIGURE
really

is.

(S ee Fig. i ).

If you d r a w amoebas , well, then I guess
THAT IS ALRIGHT.

T hank

you for y o u continued support , a n d fiave a simply

wonderful sch o o l year .

U nless

you d o n 't w a n e t o have a

WONDERFUL SCHOOL year ; IN THAT CASE, I HOPE TFiAT IT'S CRAPPY.

J ohn J . O 'S uluvan

J

OlD NON SEE ARC V*V. A
VtUCRt \T
LlTVit SOARED 1
LANDED ? \ Of IRE BAU »
1.00* EON V .
------1

H u m o u r E ditor

/I

W

O f
1

F igure

i

doq

y :fiha\s n v
J-
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T HEATRE OF THE AB SU R D
by J o h n

Wha^I did on my Summer Vacation,
a theme b y John J. O ’Sullivan.
Well, back again for yet a n 
other fun year here at beautiful M ont
clair State University, (sigh) Isn’t it
beautiful?? Okay, it i s n ’t really b e a u 
tiful, but I’m sure you could be a little
more enthusiastic a bout your alma
mater. It’s not all th a t bad...besides
the cra p p y parking, annoying r e s i
dence-life policies, bad food, garbage
strewn pathways, weeds, skate rats
from hell, Rat pizza, gnats, viruses,
o b n o x i o u s l y loud rap m u s ic ,
phallocentric junk art, parking tick
ets, and some other bloody annoying
stuff, Montclair is actually a really
wonderful place. Hey, we have Taco
Bell™ now too! C’mon, be happy,
y o u ’re b a c k to all of t h i s
great...um...stuff! BE HAPPY DAMNIT!
Ahem.
The summer w a sn ’t that bad, in
fact it was quite wonderful for me. I
worked all summer in the haunts of
PSE&G. What did I do? I was a street
worker.
STOP LAUGHING DAMNIT!!! STOP
LAUGHING!
This part 1 am actually serious
about. I’ve been tearing up roads,
r e p l a c i n g gas m a n e s , s h u t t i n g
people’s gas off; it’s been fun. I’ve
been using jack hammers and o t h e r
heavy construction equipment, sh o v 
elling dirt and asphalt, and getting
myself in some assemblence of sha pe

J. O 'S ullivan

(I’ll continue my quest for fitness on sleeping bags, and eat freeze-dried
the Soloflex™ du rin g the school year; food in bags! I must get bitten by
STOP LAUGHING, I’M NOT KIDDING!!! bugs...YES! Bite me!!!!
Um...er....sorry ab o u t that; I
DAMN YOU!). I’ve made tons of lucre,
stored it away in my bank account, kinda just snapped. It w o n ’t happen
HIKE!!
and bought tons of stuff with my tons ag...HIKE!
ARRRRaarrrgghhhHHHHHgHH!!
of lucre.
_
I ve
Ok. I think I’m okay now.
---Alright, let’s try this again.
also hiked
..K ^
.
We also got a hot tub, which
a lot as
was really nice. Yeah.
well. I’ve j§
And we grilled m eat by-prod
been all j#
ucts on grills.
New Jer- m
and New J?*
And some other stuff.
And I HIKED!!!
hiking
Well t h a t ’s about it... I worked,
little g
and I hiked. Go ahead, laugh at my
m
pitiful summertime existence. I’ll sick
Smokey the Bear on you! Only you
can prevent forest fires!! Ha ha!
t

v ,v *v.v

g

P S E & G ™

buy hiking and campJohn J. O’Sullivan is a Zanzibarian
ment, and to escape from civiliza
Tree Priest who cats kiwi
tion. I’ve also th row n squirrels off
and........ ack....HlKE!
of cliffs; they make a really cool
sound when they eventually hit the HIKE! HIKE! HIKE! HIKE!!
earth. Smokey the Bear made me
stop, or else he was going to make
Okay, the article is done now, you can stop reading.
me responsible for preventing
forest fires (such pressure!)
it ended after the “John J. O'Sullivan is..." thing.
Hiking is life; I must have hiked Really,
You can stop reading now.
4372364762346836 miles alone this
summer. Obsessed? Abscessed? Who Look, if you think that you are going to find anything else
knows...I don’t. I just..must...HIKE! written here, you're bloody wrong, really. The article is
HIKE!
HIKE!
HIKE! over.
M uhahahhahahahhahaha!
I must
rely on nature to make sense of my STOP READING!!! IT’S OVER!!!! DAMN YOU!
useless existence! I must sleep in Argh.

C O E E
E
A r i e s : ( M a r . 2 1 - A p r . 1 9 ) Your S&M fetish will
eventually catch up to you. You will be in an important
social gathering, when one o f yo u r “sex-slaves” will bow
down to you and call you “Mistress Belli ire”.
Taur us : ( A p r . 2 0 - M a y 2 0 ) Did you e v e r blow up
a squirrel? T ry it today!
Ge mi n i :
( M a y 2 1 - J u n e 2 1 ) Pears will be your
downfall; switch to apples! (A fortune from the National
Apple Committee)
C a n c e r : ( J u n e 2 2 - J u l y 2 2 ) You will get thechicken
pox. Ha ha ha. Gee, what a lam e fortune; I’m sorry. My
psychic link must be a bit weak; wail let me jiggle the
connection (zzz/.zzap) okay, th a t’s better.

by

J Io h n J . O ' S u l l i v a n

L i b r a : (Sept. 2 3 - O c t . 23) You will wake up tomorrow,
and go to sleep during the night. Unless, that is, you
happen to get hit by a Mack™ Truck tomorrow afternoon!
S c o r p i o : (Oct. 2 4 - N o v . 2 1 ) A small dog named Pablo
will chew off your feet, mistaking y o u r new tan slippers for
Milk Bones™. Scold profusely.
S a g i t t a r i u s : ( No v . 2 2-Dec. 2 1 ) Dr. Timothy Leary,
LSD Figurehead, will have the h onor of doing the Sagit
tarius fortune: “Garble Spit Pine Tree Ditch Lollypop
Kablam Nukie Nukie Kaboing American Heritage Dictio
n ary mnBarlBlah Blah Blah. Eat two and call Carl Marx in
the Morning. This cup stands like Ernest Borgnine; splat me
please!”

C a p r i c o r n : ( De c . 2 2 - J a n . 1 9 ) Your love of the word
Leo: ( J u l y 2 3 - A u g . 2 2 ) Your future son-in-law will ‘Guadalajara’ will make you write it all over your furniture,
be that guy from the Dunkin’ Donuts™ commercials. He y o u r house, and y o u r cat.
will, without fail, bring donuts to every social function.
Request the chocolate cream-filled ones; he makes those A q u a r i u s :
( J a n . 20- Feb. 1 8 ) HIKE HIKE HIKE
pretty well.
HIKE!!!..... err....that carried over from the other article.
Once again my apologies go to you all.
V i r g o : ( A u g . 2 3 - S e p t . 2 2 ) You will go to Holly
wood, look fo r a hooker, and then fall in love with her. P i s c e s : (Feb. 1 9 - M a r . 20) On the planet ErrrcXzplat
Wait...that’s P retty Woman™...oh well, live w ith it.
9-12T, the inhabitants will make life-sized inflatable stat
ues o f you and w orship them. Isn’t that swell?
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Do Mentos have adrenaline in them? Do they have drugs? What ingredients are in these
things? And who is this woman? Is she softie sort of elder sexual conquest to this young,
sculpted-hair Don Juan, or is she just a bad case of beer-goggles? Is she stalking him? Is
she his mother? What's the deal with the background musak? .

SHEIK CONDOMS: GET SOME. OR YOUR PENIS WILL FALL OFF!
Commercial Summary:

Annoying Dennis Learvesque GenXer screams into the camera, stating his extreme
dislike with wearing condoms to engage in sexual activity. A female GenXer, not too bad
looking if I may say so. gives said screaming lunatic a SheikrM brand condom, stating
“Sheik; use one or get none". Dennis Leary Jr. starts rambling, his mind changed to the
better (and more virus-free) way. All ends happily ever after; the skate rat gets laid, safely.
Or is it that easy????
My feelings:

In this day and age, if anyone starts screaming about the joys of not wearing a condom,
their penis has probably fallen off already. I personally think that Mr. Screaming-Painin-the-Butt-Shut-Up-Already probably has every single STD out there, and probably a
few that migrated from the planet Zyygorrb-X15-5. His penis is probably filled with many
different viral and bacterial discharges and fluids; a Biohazard Level 4 disaster just
waitingtohappen. (Yes, 1read The Hot Zone this summer). I certainly hope forthat cute
chick's sake that condom is vulcanized; those viruses are hungry, fightin' mad, and
tough as piranhas; they'll eat that condom for breakfast. Shoot him, throw his body in
a Biohazard safe container, put it on a rocket, and set the controls for the heart of the
sun. Please?
MENTOS: WHAT THE HELL IS THIS ABOUT?
Commercial Summary:

Group of trendy European GenXers are hanging around some store or something, when
an annoying weird looking oldish woman wearing garishly colored clothing waves to
some big-haired Euroteen. Acting as if his life was in danger, he reaches for his pack of
yummy Mentos™ peppermints, the Snooby-Snackof the 90s. Quickly, he sees a bunch
of mannequins, and then poses as if he were a mannequin, effectively fooling said middleaged woman. When she passes by the GenXer. he reanimates, and goes back to his neatly
groomed Eurofriends. She realizes her mistake and smiles. The final shot is focused on
the teen holding up the Mentos™ package. An eerie Eurovoice says "Mentos, tha
freshmaker".
My feelings:

VVTiat the hell is this about? Are all of these people insane? Am I insane? Is this something
that Americans were NEVER meant to get? Is this some sort of Scandinavian inside-joke?

"Nothing sticks to you
staying fresh staying cool
with Mentos fresh and full o f life
Fresh goes better
Mentos freshness
Mentos freshness with Mentos fresh and full o f life!!!
Mentos, tha Freshmaker!"
Could they possibly use the word “fresh" more? Who is the eerie Eurovoice? Who?
What? Why? Why? WHY??????!?!?!?!?!?!??!?!?!?!?!?
IHOO: THE INTERNATIONAL HOUSE OF OMELETTES.
Commercial Summary:

America's favorite cholesterol eating fool, Cliff, welcomes viewers to his favorite
eating establishment. He gabs in his “Which way did he go George" tone of voice
about the variety of omelets available to the egg-eating public at IHOP. He then says
perhaps one of the most stupid lines in the history of televised advertising (para
phrased):
"With all the different omelets at IHOP it should be called the International House of
Omelets, but then it would be 'IHOO'. Hahaha, I kill me"
We, as a unified television viewing audience, can only wish.
My feelings:

Funny he should say “I kill me". Eating all of that fat-drenched food eventually will
kill him; a nice heart attack in about three years. Oh, I can only dream of the day that
my TV set won't be violated by the idiotic image of some middle-aged slob sitting in a
pancake house. Does he live there? Does he sleep under his favorite table? What else
does this simpleton do? He probably hasn't ever kissed a girl! How can ANY company
WANT to have this idiot as their figurehead? I REFUSE to eat in an IHOP just because
I don't want my IQ to be drained this much. “Rooty Tooty Fresh and Fruity": It's a
conspiracy my friends.

THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Change gears
6 Phooey!
10 Apiece
14 Diminish
gradually
15 Wading bird
16 Genuine
17 Usher's beat
18 ‘— over the
rainbow..."
20 Monstrous
22 Detested
23 Not slack
24 Shirley or Case
25 Embodiment
29 — de-sac
30 Record again
31 Do nothing
36 Kind of exam
37 Disapproving cr
38 Enthusiastic
39 Chosen one
42 Cause to think
of
44 Hem and —
45 The best policy
46 Rome's river
49 Sprint
50 Horses
51 Of many uses
56 Steno’s

specialty
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

Stem joints
Departed
H not
Fissure
School event
Perceived
Make extremely
happy

DOWN
1 For men only
2 Eyelash
3 — facto

4
5
6
7
8

Hat material
Oak’s summit
Ofl-color
Concerning
Duration

9 Com pass pt.
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1
11
12
13
19

0 Frome"
Mountain ridge
Remedies
Pay attention
Unbroken

1
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21 ■— Time, Next
Year24 Pitcher
25 God of love
26 Father, in
France
27 Native of
Calabria: abbr.
28 " A — of Two
Cities’
29 Average grade
31 Contend
32 Mild
33 R ara —
34 Add color to
35 W hirlpool
37 Not very many
40 Thorax
41 M aterial for
paving
42 Mr. Perot
43 M ake better

TO CHEAT,
TURN BACK
ON E PAGE!

45 Calcify
46
47
48
49

W estern lake
M anacles
R at cap
Not very bright

50
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52
53
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M il. rank
H ill's opposite
R o ad charge
Notion

54 Took off
5 5 Italian family
5 7 ’ — a jolly
good..."
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I l l
Person with car, excellent
driving record to pick-up 12yr-old at school and take to
activities, 2-3 days/wk. Call
(201)343-3434 dys;
(201)744-4417 evenings.
Childcare needed after school
4 days including 2 evens until
9:30 PM. Must have own car
plus references. Call eves
(201)509-0988.
Wanted: energetic child care
worker in my dcnville home.
M-F, 3-7 daily. Pop pay. Must
drive. Care for 2 boys. Call
625-5001. Perfect for college
student who wants to work
with children!
Knthusiastic and reliable parttime babysitter wanted for 2
great children (3 yrs and 4
mo). N/S. Montclair 744-1843.
W rite for the M onti la rio //!

Child Care Needed: 2nd grade
boy, 3 days/week from 36:30PM. Days flexible, occa
sional additional hrs., must
drive, prefer education stu
dent, recent references.
509-1340.
Energetic, patient, individual
wanted for babysitting 2 young
children (1-2) nights a week.
Good salary for short hours!!
Please call Jodi immediately!!
(201)677-4918 after 3:30.

Mother’s helpcr/housekcepcr
to North Cadwcll family
family with 4 children; limited
child care and light house
keeping; 20 hours per week
minimum; must be flexible
and have transportation; call
(201)288-2915.
Mature, energetic individual
needed to care for 1 1/2 year
old in my Verona home,
approx 15-30 hrs/wk, 3 days/
wk, flex hrs. Responsibilities
include light housekeeping.
Call 857-2172.

Childcare Wanted - Fun,
responsible person needed 2
afternoons per week, 1-5:30.
Pick up 1 child, meet bus for
other child. Need reliable car,
good references. N/S.
857-3648.

Babysitter wanted in my West
Orange home for 5 month old
baby. Flexible hours $6 per
hour. Alternating Fri & Sat
nights. 736-7248 Jill.

Furnished room—2 1/2 blocks
from school. Seperate ent.
Female preferred. $75/wk.
Call 783-3584.

P/T CHILDCARE afterschool for 3 children age’s
11 1/2,91/2,3 1/2. Three
afternoon’s a week. Must drive

and have own car. Nonsmoker. Please leave message
509-9578.
Two furnished rooms (Bed
room and living room) on third
floor. Private deck and bath
room. Microwave, fridge, \ / C .
3 blocks from MSIJ, non
smoking females only. $550
total, utilities included. 7464851.
a

Child care and light house
keeping 3 afternoons/week:
Tucs-Thurs 4-7. Toddler and
infant, in Montclair must have
experience, references and
own transportation. Please call
Kathleen at 744-8955.
Wanted: Babysitter. Weekday
afternoons 3-5 days per week.
Hours flexible. Must have own
transportation. Upper
Montclair off Valley Rd.
Please call 509-7590.
I N T R O D U C T O R Y

GET TAN!

1
FREE SESSION
NO OBLIGATION
O FFER EXPIRES 10/1/95

- a t U te A tea i. ßnewüeAe, ^Jannina Sato+i TANNING

FIRST VISIT ONLY
ONE COUPON PER PERSON

2

FREE SESSIONS
withe purchase o f a 5 session package
unused visits expire 30 days from date o f purchase

O FFER EXPIRES 10/1/95

ONE COUPON PER PERSON

RIVERSIDE PLAZA • I RT. 23 SOUTH • LITTLE FALLS, N j 07424

#

2 5 6 -5 6 0 5

(Just South of
Willowbrook Mall)

H O U R S : M o n -F ri 10 am -9p m • S at 10 a m -5 pm • Sun 10 am -3:30 pm

3

BED
SESSIONS
FOR
unused visits expire
10 days from date o f purchase

| O FFER EXPIRES 10/1/95

ONE COUPON PER PERSON

s
fy e cU id / U n X f:

3

•Hex-Stand-Up Tanning

•Excellent Bulb Maintenance

‘ Ultra Clean

•Extra Wide Bed Tanning

•Towels Provided

'Full line of tanning aids

FREE SESSIONS

•Jetson-Face Tanning

•Eye W ear Provided

'AIR CONDITIONED

withe purchase o f any 10 session package
unused visits expire 60 days from date o f purchase

O FFER EXPIRES 10/1/95

ONE COUPON PER PERSON

MONTCLARION
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Bargiel returns to action
MS

UF ootball star back in the lineup after sitting out last year

by Su b Gantaifis

I lavingan All-American Dcfensivccnd
declared academically ineligible weeks
before your opening game, can make a
promising season turn into a nightmare.
This was the case for the Red I lawk
football team last season as returning 1993
All-American, Jeff Bargiel was declared
ineligible for the 1994 year. The Red
I lawks, led by I lead Coach Rich Giancola
finished the season below .500 with a
disappointingand unexpected 4-6 record.
All has seemed to change around MSI
as Bargiel prepares to m ake his return
Saturday at SI NY-Brockport after a sea
son lay-off. T he Red Hawks have been
successful with the presence of Bargiel on
the field, as they proved to be during the

199J season. In that season, MSI posted
a 6-5 ov erall record and were runners up in
the competitive NJA(>conference. 'That
same year, Bargiel was nameu XJAC
Rookie of the Year. I lie ’93 season proved
to be an even bettcryearasthe red I lawks
finished with a 7-5 record capturing the
ECAC Southwest Championship over
Dickinson C o llege of Pennsylvania.
Bargiel collected another award that sea
son, this time being named to the AllAmerican team. In two seasons of play
with Bargiel, the red I lawks have a com
bined 13-6 record and without him they
have equaled their two year loss record,
going 4-6 in ’94. It’s apparent that the
absence of Bargiel deeply affects the en
tire team.
No one seems to be more excited and

Rem em bering the M ick...
Following are the career totals* for Yankee great M ickey Mantle who passed
away last month after a short battle with Cancer:
Games
2401

At Bats
8102

Runs
1677

Hits
2415

2B
344

3B
72

JJR
536

RBI
1509

AVG.
. 298

•M antle’s career began in 1951 and lasted until 1968. All with the Yankees.
More career highlights of “'The M ick.”
1954- Led the American League in runs
1955- Led the American League in hoineruns with 37.
1956- Wins the Major I .eague Triple Crown by leading in home runs, runs
batted in and home runs. For this, Mantle wins the American League MYP.
1957- Wins his second consecutive American League MYT.
1958- Leads the American League in home runs with 42.
1962- Wins his third American League MVP.
M ickey Mantle made 16 consecutive All-Star Game appearances.
His uniform number 7 was retired in front of a record crowd at Yankee
Stadium on June 8, 1969.
He was elected to the Baseball Hall of Fame in his first year of eligibility and
was inducted on June 16, 1974.
“ l.r a t u t hevem my idol. 1 remember bein gou tsideplayin gan dth e game m is on T. V.
I V/com e inside ju st to see him hit. His perform an ce from 1956-6! mutes him , in my
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relieved of Bargiel’s return than coach
Giancola. “It’s great to have him back.”
said Giancola, “Jeff is a force to be dealt
with, and his obvious successful sopho
more year and his ability to rush the quar
terback will help this team."
Fhe ’94 season is definitely a season
the Red Hawks would like to forget, a
season in which their defense gave up a
school single season record of 221 points,
A statistic that averages over 22 points a
game. Bargiel isalsogreatly needed as the
Red I lawk defense enabled their opposi

tion to record another MSI school
record of 206 first downs allowed. A pass
rusher pressuring opposing quarterbacks
is what the Red Hawks lacked and with
Bargiel \s presence, MSI can have a dras
tic change of pace for the upcoming ’95
year. Coach Giancola feels his much
heralded Defensive F.nd is bigger and
better and feels his past success will carry
on. “J e f f 's a much m ore stronger
and physical player and I see no reason
why he can’t continue his success of the
past.”

Red Hawk Happenings
com piled by the MONTCLARION Sports Department
Kl B 1CKA MOVING l IP: Anita Kubicka has been named Assistant Director of
Athletics for Eligibility and Compliance.
Kubicka has been the I lead Coach of the Women's Softball team here for the last
3 seasons, and will retain the job in addition to her new duties.
R 1 B1M BAS GOES TO WPCk Assistant Men's Basketball coach Jose Rebimbas
has resigned his position to become head coach of NJAC rivals W illiam Paterson
College.
Rebimbas spent four seasons with the Red 1lawk program highlighted by a stint
as acting head coach when 1lead Coach Nick DelTiifo was forced to take a leave of
absence due to illness early last season.
In addition to his contributions on the court, Rebimbas also served as the Director
of Campus Recreation for the last three years.
“We are sad to see Jose leave, but we are delighted that he has this opportunity.
We wish him the best of luck and success in all but two games,” said Assistant
Athletic Director I lolly Gera.
BARLOTO NEW SOCCER COACH: Former Red Hawk Soccer standout
Fernando Barloto has been named the third head coach in the history of the
Montclair State Univ ersity Women's soccer team
Barloto comes to the job after spending the 1994 season as an assistant coach of
the women’s squad under head coach Rob Chcsney who led the team to a 6-8-1
record.
“Fernando is a great coach, he lias a good relationship with the team.” said
Chesney.
Before taking a place on the sideline, Barloto was an impact player for the men’s
team in a career that spanned 1988-92 and was capped by Regional and National AllAmerican honors in his final season.
“It’s another big step for the program,” said Barloto, “We are ready to take our
gam e to another level.”
TENNIS TEAM GOES TO 1IOI .LAND: Montclair State’s W om en’s Tennis
team got the opportunity toexperienee theirsport with an international flavor when
it traveled to the Netherlands this summer.
Seventh year head coach Brian McLaughin and nine members of his squad were
accompanied to Leiden, Holland by MSI Athletic Director Greg Lockard and
assistant to the A thletic Director Prude YValforth.
In a week highlighted by tours of Amsterdam and Andwerp, Belgium, the red
I lawks played an informal match with host Leiden University and an exhibition
with the University of Delft.
McLaughin said of the trip, “It is great that the University gave us support and
the opportunity to take the trip.” M cl .augliin was also quick to give credit for the
majority of the pre-trip planning to Dutch born Co-Captain senior Aukje Mol.
Junior Laurie I Ioffman summed up the trip abroad with a smile, “It was a great
opportunity to see what we consider our sport to be played in a different culture.”
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C a llin g ‘cm as I see ‘em
by Joe Amoroso
back to boxing and be the same “Iron”
•In Tribute*
The institution of baseball was dealt M ike he was before be left? After last
yet another blow with the death of month’s “fight” with “HURRICANE"
MICKEY MANTLE. Mantle was more PETER McNEELEY, I still don’t know.
t ha n a bal Iplayc r, h e was a sy m bol of a n era In my eyes, all he proved was that he
and even more an ideal. I le was proof that could mug a patsy who was obviously
a huge salary does not equate to a great outclassed from the minute he signed the
contract.
ballplayer.
McNecley is worthy of the JERRY
Despite his success, Mick still valued
bis fans and considered his ability to play COONEY“Glass Jaw” award for his per
the game a privilege. In today’s game of formance in making $700,()()() for 89 sec
bonus babies and mercenary players for onds worth of work- only in America.
People criticized the McNeeley cor
hire it is this, stats aside, that makes him
ner
for stopping the fight in the first round.
one of the greats of the game.
PH IL
“T H E
S C O O T E R ” W ell, if you were watching a man being
RIZZUTO stepped down last w eek after beaten to death, wouldn’t you at least try
spending nearly four decades behind the to stop it? Pete, do us a favor and retire.
Eight fans don’t despair. BOWE vs.
mike in the Bronx. As a lifelong Yankee
fan, I can rcmcmbcrcountlcss wins, losses HOLYFIELD III is right around the
and rain delays that were made entertain corner.
ing by the humor of the Scooter. I Ie will
be missed- “Holy Cow!”
Well, four years ago people began askingcould and won Id MIKE' 1Y S()N come
I ,ct me go out on a limb right now and

After the Bell

Fearless F orecasts
JOE AMOROSO, ACTING SPORTS EDITOR: (()-())
Philadelphia +10 over Arizona. Buddy’s D won’t stop M2.
Dallas +7 over Denver. El way will be bog-tied.
Giants +7 over Kansas C ity. Go Big Blue!
San Francisco +14 over Atlanta. Figure it out.
TOM 'I’RACY, MANAGING EDITOR: (()-())
Giants +7 over Kansas C ity. Lead us Dave Brown to the promise land.
Tampa Bay -81/2 over Cleveland. Sapp will crush Tcstaverdc.
Green Bay -3 over Chicago. Look out for the Pack.
San Francisco +14 over Atlanta. I need an easy one.
GREG MACSWEENEY, INU COORDINATOR: (()-())
San Francisco +14 over Atlanta. The 49crs will repeat!
Pittsburgh +10 over I Iouston. This game will be a joke.
Washington -3 over Oakland. I he Redskins rise again.
Indianapolis +7 over Jets. J-E-T-S Suck. Suck. Suck.
MIC IIAEL ROESSNER, TREASURER: (0-0)
Carolina -10 over Buffalo. 1 have no idea who Carolina is.
Jacksonville -3 over Cincinnati. The battle of expansion teams.
Giants +7 over Kansas City. The Giants are cool.
Jets -7 over Indianapolis. J-E-T-S. Jetrs. Jets. Jets.
C A lf FION: These point spreads are purely fictional and were completely
made up by staff members of the M ontchirion. Real spreads and picks will
return next week.

Coming next week:
F all Sports Preview

predict who will win the national champi
onship in College Football. The OHIO
STATE BUCKEYES. That’s right kids,
you heard it here first. They have argu
ably one of the best players in the nation
in Orlando Pace and should earn valuable
points in the polls due to their incredibly
difficult schedule.
Other teams to look out for include
MIAMI, FLORIDA ST A TE , AND
PENN STATE. It should be a very
interesting season.
As for the big boys in the National
Football I .eagtie, it is difficult to say which
team will come out on top. At the time of
this issue it was not yet known which
team DEION SANDERS would be rent
ing his services out to. If “Prime T im e”
returns to SAN FRANCISCO, be could
put the 49ers back into the Super Bowl. If
he goes to DAI A.AS, then J E R RY J ON ES
will most likely have bis face plastered all
over television as he gloats about how
good bis team is.

T he GIANTS look as if they are well
on their way back to playoff respectability
while the JETS appear to be beaded deep
into a grave beneath GIANTS STA
DIUM. It is just not logical to trade away
all of your best players and leave yourself
with a starting set of receivers who have
about 10 career catches between them.
I he Giants, under the leadership of
DAVE BROWN and H E RSCH E L
WALKER should give Dallas a run for
their money but will most likely have to
settle for a wild card playoff spot.
Isn’t it nice to see all but about five
teams in the Major I .eagues still enjoying
being in the playoff hunt? Of course, in
any other year when this wild card format
was not present, these teams would all be
planning their golf vacations already.
W here’s a baseball commissioner when
you need one?
Well, this is the first issue and it has
been a very strange one. Best wishes and
a get well soon to Michael Cowen who
was supposed to be editor of this very
section but came down with Mono.
Which leads me to say “Thank you a
million times over” Joe Amoroso for com
ing through and saving the sports section
from becoming extinct.
• See va next w eek if we find an editor
for the section.

Red Hawk Sports Week
Field Hockey:
Sat./Sun., September 9-10

at Vassar Tournament

Football:
Saturday, September 2
Saturday, September 9

MSU at SUNY-Brockport
MSU at Cortland State

1:30 PM
1:30 PM

M en’s Soccer:
Sunday, September 3
Wednesday, September 6
Friday, September 8
Saturday, September 9
Wednesday, September 13

MSU at Elmira
William Paterson at MSII*
MSU at Colorado College
MSU vs. St. John (MN)
Scranton University at MSU*

12 Noon
3:30 PM
TBA
TBA
8 PM

Women’s Soccer:
Tuesday, September 5
Wednesday, September 13

MSU at West Chester University
MSU at SI 'NY-Old Westbury

4 PM
4:30 PM

Volleyball:
Saturday, September 2
Saturday, September 9
Tuesday, September 12

MSU at kutztown/Allcntown
MSU at Richard Stockton Four.
Richard Stockton at M SI -

Women’s Tennis:
Friday, September 8
Tuesday, September 12
Wednesday, September 13

MSU at Rutgers-Newark
FDU-Madison at MSU@
MSU at Ramapo

TBA

11 AM
10 AM
7 PM

3:30 PM
3:30 PM
3:30 PM

*- at Sprague Field, - - at Panzer Gym, @ - at Red I law <Courts

Call the Red Hawks Sports Hotline for all of
the latest and up-to-date information on your
favorite MSU athletic team: (201) 655-7645.
M O N T C L A R IO N
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